Beyond every horizon, new horizons always rise

(Michael Ende)

In the last three years, uncertainty and instability have increasingly characterized
global economic scenarios and those of retailing in particular. In this present
market, retailers and their commercial partners tend to intuitively ‘navigate by
sight’ making decisions on a day by day basis. To help retailers, suppliers and
consumer brands in this environment, the Ebeltoft Group functions as an expert
observer of current trends, thanks to its international business alliance and its
strong collaborations with two of the top retail events, the New York NRF and the
World Retail Congress (WRC). The projects we have selected have all started out
on the right track, but every retailer knows that success is something that must be
regained every day. We wish good luck to them and to all the pioneers of retail
and we want to thank these brave entrepreneurs and managers for stimulating us
and the entire business community to envision increasingly challenging projects
in line with the evolving expectations of our customers.
This annual study brings together and records some of the very best, world-class
innovations that have been implemented across retail businesses both in format
development and business organisation. There is such a diversity of ideas within
this report that they will surely help stimulate and inspire a new way of innovation
across the retail industry. I would like to thank Ebeltoft Group for their passionate
support and help for the World Retail Congress and in producing this publication
with its extensive analysis.
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retail sector to remain competitive and achieve their goals by
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f o r e w o r d

Ian McGarrigle, Congress Director, World Retail Congress

A

t a time when
many retailers and
their customers are facing
unprecedented economic
uncertainty, it is clear
that those businesses and
brands that will grow and
strengthen are those that
invest in the future.
Retailing exists to meet the
demands of peoples’ needs, but to also create “wants” that enhance and improve quality of
life and put great products within reach of people of all incomes and lifestyles. This cannot
be achieved without putting the need to innovate at the very heart of a retail organisation.
Innovation is therefore the lifeblood of retailing as has been said many times before.
That is why the Congress continues to work with the Ebeltoft Group in its support
for world-class examples of retail innovation. The Ebeltoft Group has worked with us in
researching innovation trends and collating great case studies, many of which go on to form
the shortlist in our World Retail Awards Retail Innovation category as well as in
presentations on the programme. Ebeltoft members are involved heavily in the Expert Jury
selecting the Retail Innovation shortlist and as speakers at the Congress itself.
I am therefore delighted to be able to contribute this foreword to the 2011 Retail Innovation
report. This annual study brings together and records some of the very best, world-class
innovations that have been implemented across retail businesses both in format development
and business organisation.
There is such a diversity of ideas within this report that they will surely help stimulate and
inspire a new way of innovation across the retail industry.
I would like to thank Ebeltoft Group for their passionate support and help for the and in
producing this publication with its extensive analysis.

WRC 2012: London, September 19-21 – www.worldretailcongress.com
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I

n the last three years, uncertainty and instability have increasingly characterized global
economic scenarios and those of retailing in particular. In this present market, retailers and their

commercial partners tend to intuitively ‘navigate by sight’ making decisions on a day by day basis. To

help retailers, suppliers and consumer brands in this environment, the Ebeltoft Group functions
as an expert observer of current trends, thanks to its international business alliance and its strong
collaborations with two of the top retail events, the New York NRF and the World Retail Congress
(WRC). At the WRC, the Ebeltoft Group has been invited to preside over the Jury of Experts for
the Retail Innovations Award. This knowledge of international scenarios integrates with that of
national and regional markets, and is the foundation of the activities through which each Ebeltoft
member firm supports its client companies, allowing them to recommend the best and, when
necessary, innovative routes to success.
The last edition of the WRC has further explored the impact of this turbulent period on consumer
behaviour and on company strategies. General consumption is stagnant, yet in all categories and
channels and not only in emergent markets, there are retail groups and operators who continue to
grow. Among these, but also among those that are suffering the effects of the crisis, there are many
that continue to invest in innovation, knowing innovation is more necessary than ever in the present
challenging market conditions. Identifying trends and studying cases of excellence in
retail innovation is one of the activities we have always been engaged in and
is a key input to our retail intelligence. This year, the range of our research with Ebeltoft
Group has been further extended: along with innovative concepts, we have also selected cases of
innovative business models. As always, our research included different markets and sectors and both
large corporates and smaller independent companies..
Business model innovations. This year the key to this type of innovation is partnership.
The Spanish toy chain Imaginarium has recently decided to expand its offer by partnering
with synergetic brands with a compatible positioning, like Danone. In Portugal, the cash and carry
Amanhecer has developed an interesting partnership with small independent food stores, with
the important side effect of revitalizing historical town centres. The Japanese Architect Café, a
showroom of design objects and furniture with a food service area, has created a successful business
by targeting both retail customers and business clients, attracted by a series of specifically designed
solutions. Finally, an interesting ‘mono-brand multi-channel’ strategy, has been adopted by the
Carrefour Group, which, on the one hand, has used its corporate brand for all its stores and on
the other has segmented them in a very clear fashion, using the sub-brand ‘Planet’ for hypermarkets,
‘Market’ for supermarkets and ‘City’ for convenience stores. It has also launched more specialised
formats, aimed at specific local contexts, like Carrefour Montagne and Carrefour Contact.

4
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Trends in retail innovation and new concepts. The first step in our research was
updating our knowledge of key trends in innovation in international retail. The trends we identified
in the past edition are becoming established in their markets and in some cases they have entered
a more mature phase. Trends are described and illustrated through selected concepts, though often
a new retail concept will simultaneously exemplify more than one trend.
High quality low snobbery. There is a trend where customers are being encouraged to
appreciate the qualities of products in an informal and welcoming setting. This is achieved by
offering ‘empathic’ services and an enhanced customer experience, through appropriate in-store
communication and a novel approach and attitude from staff. So, rather than flaunting quality and
excellence, customers can be left free to experience them in an autonomous fashion. New York
Eataly has adopted this approach from the beginning and its success was confirmed by a Retail
Innovation Award at the World Retail Congress, where it was awarded ‘Innovative Store of The Year’
beating a broad selection of high quality international competitors.
Storytelling. The ability to tell a ‘story’ is rapidly becoming one of the crucial elements that
differentiates successful retailers. In Spain, Happy Pills tells us how 'candies' are really happiness
pills, with an ironic note and a coherent retail design, stores resemble the style of pharmacies. This
has allowed them to attract both adults and tourists, which are new targets for this category and
who enjoy the possibility of choosing a card to attach to their purchases creating personalized
packages and gifts. In the very different context of DIY, Craftsman, a well-known traditional brand
of DIY products distributed by Sears, has begun using storytelling to attract a younger public. The
opening of an experiential showroom in Chicago, which also hosts events that are streamed live on
the internet, has allowed the brand and its products to enter into direct contact with this new type
of customer and tell the products’ ‘stories’ on media channels that are suited to them. Coop has
decided to communicate its mission of quality retailer through Tutto Coop Solo Food, a store
completely specialising in its own private label products, available for most food categories, whose
stories and provenance are told in detail to its customers. Conad, too, has launched its Sapori
& Dintorni, a concept that combines storytelling with a commercial goal: besides private label
products, the convenience store format includes an area for on-site dining, and is located in cultural
cities in order to attract the large footfall of tourists.

Research method
Analysis of national and international retail scenarios
Identification of over 180 cases of innovative retailing
Identification of emerging trends
Selection and analysis of the more innovative and representative examples of
those trends
R etail I nnovations 7
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Holistic Service. Services are becoming increasingly important in many areas of retailing.
Continente ice is the first frozen food chain launched in Portugal: Apart from  a carefully chosen
product mix, this new concept also includes an interesting range of services, from the possibility
of enjoying quick meals in-store, to home delivery using environmentally-friendly transport. In the
wake of Apple’s success, Microsoft has launched its own chain of stores based on the concept of
experience and service, offering free gifts to its customers. In line with our belief in looking at the
world of retail from a broad perspective, we have included a very unusual and interesting case, that
of the KU64 dental lab in Berlin, which uses service, as well as retail design, as a strategic key, even
managing to turn visits to the dentist into a pleasurable experience. Another interesting partnership
is the one forged between Bosch and Henkel in their Wash&Coffee store: the concept optimizes
the time of customers who use laundries but also helps young visitors, the store’s primary target, to
learn skills in machine washing their laundry.
Multi-sensory. The theme of multi-sensorial experiences is masterfully executed by Ritter in
its first flagship recently opened in Berlin. This Ritter storeoffers visitors the possibility of ordering
their personalized choice of chocolates and receiving it within half an hour, or even preparing it
themselves under expert supervision. Similarly, the first temporary P&G 5D store, established
in São Paolo, Brazil, has offered c. 50,000 consumers the possibility of fully using their senses to
discover the quality of the products and brand. Marbles, too, is quickly expanding in a growing
niche; that of mind training games. They have created a very captivating retail environment, with
events and a passionate and expert team that creates a playful atmosphere inside the store. A similar
type of engagement occurs with the Chinese customers of RT Mart, a chain of hypermarkets,
capable of delivering a hybrid concept that satisfies the demand for modernity of the growing
Chinese middle class, but also of maintaining a tie with traditional forms of food markets. These
20,000 m2-plus hypermarkets on the one hand include services such as a post office and a scooter
repair shop, and, on the other hand incorporate in the fresh section the model of the street-market,
with stall-owners loudly selling their wares and fish swimming in tanks, which customers can choose.
In London, Lily’s Kitchen, a brand specialized in organic food for dogs and cats, has launched
a temporary store, which was very successful, attracting both new and old customers, thanks to a
particularly comfortable and attractive environment for both owners and pets. An Italian distributor
of artistic perfumes, Intertrade, has launched the concept of olfactory boutique with its Avery Fine
Perfumery, opening first in major cities around the world and then in Italy.
Socialtailing. This trend consists in the integration of communities and social media with
commerce and retail. This year we have identified two very different cases. Im Viadukt is a
small urban mall in Zurich, created under a viaduct and planned with the involvement of the
neighbourhood communities, which combines commerce, mostly small independent stores, with
community services and areas. The mall is well-integrated with public transportation to avoid
increasing car traffic. A more digital approach instead characterises the community of Naked
6
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Wines, a British project that has aggregated a significant number of wine lovers who pay
independent winemakers in advance of production thus gaining in return, significant discounts on
little-known but high-quality wines.
Service efficiency. Two crucial aspects of customer service are speed and ease of purchase.
H&M has launched its Home line as part of a multi-channel strategy that targets store openings in
major European cities, limited to one store per country.The purchasing process is very original: customers
receive a small metal tray on which they place small magnets, each representing a product, which
they collect along the way and hand over at the check-out where they receive the actual products.
Customers can visit the store without having to cart around the products they have chosen,
impulse buys are stimulated, and stores can make do with a smaller and more attractive sales area.
Le Postiche, a Brazilian chain of handbags and accessories, has clearly subdivided their ranges into
‘worlds’, training its staff to offer ‘solutions’ rather than mere products. In Germany, Unikatt
Automat is a temporary vending machine concept, offering art works by young and little-known
artists: the result is that of offering the general public the possibility of purchasing exclusive (all
works are unique or limited series), good quality works at a low price, through an extremely rapid
purchasing process. Efficient timing means also creating occasions for one-stop-shopping with the
help of friendly technologies: this is the direction taken by Foncier Home, the first real estate
company that simplifies the process of buying and selling a house with various integrated services,
ranging from mortgages to home renovation firms.
Accessible dreams. In the majority of markets, the generalist formats are suffering growing
competition from specialized stores. Carrefour, the number two world operator in its market,
has decided to reinvent the hypermarket, with a project supported also by our French partners Dia
Mart—Ebeltoft France: the results of the tests are positive and currently all Carrefour European
hypermarkets are being converted to the new concept. There are many ‘firsts’ in its new positioning:
the hyper has been given a more feminine appeal, allowing customers to rediscover the pleasure of
shopping and helping Carrefour recover some of its lost clientele; departments have been radically
reorganized, emphasizing the higher value categories, like fresh and beauty departments and giving
others, such as white goods, domestic appliances, a less strategic role.

Trends in Retail Innovation
High quality low snobbery
Storytelling
Holistic service
Multi-sensory
Socialtailing

Service efficiency
Accessible dreams
Trust us
Greentailing
Liquid retail
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The perfumery market is currently experiencing a crisis, oscillating between mass market, selective
assortments and environments that often do not provide an evocative experience to visitors. La
Gardenia, the number two Italian chain of perfumeries has launched a new concept with an
attractive layout, which contains beauty services at the centre of the store, surrounded with exhibits
that symbolize flower petals.
The theme of accessible dreams overlaps with that of gaming, lotteries and betting. In Italy, the
historical leader Sisal has launched a new gaming hall concept called WinCity. Wincity presents
a modern retail area which is much more psychologically attractive to new customer targets like
women and younger people, who traditionally avoid gaming halls because of their shabby and
unfriendly atmosphere. A dream that Sisal wishes to nuture in mature and responsible terms is ‘gioca
il giusto’ or ‘bet what’s right’ with a strong emphasis, of this concept in-store.’
Trust us. Customers’ trust is precious and a good indicator of the future success of a company
or brand. The new Bravi pharmacy in Brescia, Italy, is a concept that reinforces the level of trust
in citizen-customers through a wide range of services and products, including natural remedies. The
entire building has been built following the themes of bio-architecture and low environmental impact.
To protect the staff and avoid exposing them to particles from medicines, an automatic underground
storage system has been created which only delivers those medicines requested by customers to
the sales area.
Greentailing. Sustainable consumption is becoming increasingly important for consumers. In
Switzerland, an independent entrepreneur has created a website with a selection of green products
belonging to many different categories, selected from 60 suppliers from all over the world. One of
the strong points of Rrrevolve.ch is that all products are directly tested by the founder before
being offered for sale.
Liquid retail. Customers are increasingly informed and demanding, but also ‘situationist,’ i.e.,
influenced by the requirements of specific visiting and purchasing situations. For years, Feltrinelli
has stood out for its courage and ability in innovating its concept. Its new store in Milan’s central
station paves the way to a new ‘liquid’ and flexible approach to the bookstore format, capable of
attracting both the traveler-tourist target and that of the residents of Milan, for whom the store has
become an important landmark and also because of the great number of events it organises.
As always, time will tell which of these innovations will enjoy a lasting success. The projects we have selected
have all started out on the right track, but every retailer knows that success is something that must be
regained every day. We wish good luck to them and to all the pioneers of retail and we want to thank
these brave entrepreneurs and managers for stimulating us and the entire business community to envision
increasingly challenging projects in line with the evolving expectations of our customers.
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Winner of
Retail Innovation
Award WRC 2011

USA

-

New

Yo r k

Eataly New York:
Winner of Retail Innovation Award 2011
In the heart of Manhattan, the Italian tradition of high quality food and
cuisine merges with passion and culture: a fascinating place where you
can taste, see, learn and buy

a location in New York to
exploit the opportunities
presented by a market
where the offer has become
increasingly standardized and
low quality. What he lacked
was a proper location. He
finally found it: a centrally
located and prestigious area,
next to the Flat Iron Building,
one of the most visited sites

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

in the city. The presence of

New York is arguably the

tourists is a plus, since Italian

most cosmopolitan and

food is appreciated by New

multi-ethnic city in the

Yorkers, but also by the 50

world. Italian culture is well

million tourists who come to

represented, especially in

Manhattan every year.

terms of Italian food and
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cuisine. In every city block

THE CONCEPT

there is a grocery store with

The New York location has

an ‘Italian' sign, though often

6,000 sqm, 1,000 of which are

the sign is all that remains

reserved for the panoramic

of the original culture. Oscar

brew pub on the 15th floor.

Farinetti, who founded

The location is an evolution

Eataly in 2007, had for a long

of the original Turin concept,

time dreamed of opening

with less space dedicated

Key data
Format: high quality wine and food store and eatery
2010: opening
6.000 sqm of which
• 5,000 for sales and catering
• 1,000 for the pub on the roof-garden on the 15th floor
7 restaurants
600 seats
600 employees
20 counters
15,000 – 20,000 visitors per day
25 mil/$: initial investment
more than 60 mil/$: gross revenue in the first six months
12 Eataly locations in the world: 7 Italy, 4 Japan,
1 United States
to product sale and more

an area dedicated to cooking

to direct catering. There are

courses. Everything is very

seven thematic restaurants

high quality. Italian products

combining casual and more

make up 70% of the total. The

formal spaces, which serve

remaining 30% come from

pasta, pizza, meat, fish,

the US and consist mostly

vegetables, salami and cheese,

of fresh fruit and vegetables,

seafood. The venue’s mission

preferably from farmers’

is simple and clearly stated:

markets, selected meat, flour,

“We cook what we sell and we

and ready meals. The layout

sell what we cook.” There is a

of the location is deliberately

grocery shop, a coffee-shop, a

irregular and customers

bakery, a pastry shop, a wine

enjoy being surprised by new

shop, a brew pub, as well as

discoveries every time they

an area for selling fresh fruit

turn a corner.

and vegetables, a library and

The Farinetti-style
R etail I nnovations 7
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communication is original

Batali and Lidia Bastianich,

and effective, with bilingual

leading Italian cuisine chefs

panels in Italian and English

and owners of 22 New York

describing the philosophy of

restaurants, chosen by Eataly

the location and of the food

for their experience and fame.

products. Descriptions are
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not limited to provenance but

RETAIL IS DETAIL

extend to questions of diet

To support this wide-ranging

and nutrition. For example,

project, Eataly has established

one sign explains that the

collaborations with important

salty food on display contains

partners: Pizzas are managed

50% less salt than their US

by RossoPomodoro, which

counterparts, allowing

serves an average of 1,000

customers the possibility

pizzas per day. The coffee-

to experience the true

shop is managed by Lavazza,

taste of the product.

the chocolate shop by Venchi,

There are also live food

the bookstore by Rizzoli and

preparations, such as the

the space dedicated to the

fascinating Mozzarella

promotion of wine and food

Lab, where the most

tourism by Alpitour. There

famous Italian cheese

are also spaces reserved for

is created in front of

Bialetti, Alessi, Kartell and

visitors. For those who

Guzzini, among the most

want to know more,

representative brands of Italian

there are cooking

cuisine design. There are about

courses held by Mario

750 types of wine, all of them

Italian. Every day, 260 kilos of
ice-cream are produced. The
meat restaurant “Il Manzo,”

CONCLUSIONS

has already been awarded

With 15,000 visitors per day on weekdays and 20,000

three stars by the New York

on weekend days, Eataly has been a major success. The

Magazine. To make customers

performance of the New York location, whose gross

more interested in vegetables

revenue in the first six months has been more than 60

a ‘vegetable butcher shop,' has

million dollars, suggests the potential for other locations

been set up where vegetables

in the US, in parallel with Italy where new openings are

are cleaned and cut up for

also planned: Genoa has opened in April 2011; Rome,

customers.

Piacenza and Milan will open in the near future.

Key points of innovation
High level of integration among different commercial activities (food, books, design, etc.)
Direct involvement of visitors in routine daily activities (live production of mozzarella and
fresh pasta) and occasional ones (cooking courses, in-store concerts, other events)
Complete food offer, consistent and differentiated according to the occasion
Notes on Retail Mix
Product assortment: typical Italian food products, high quality US ingredients, kitchen
utensils, books
Catering mix: 7 thematic restaurants (Le verdure “vegetables”, Il Manzo “meat”, Il pesce
“fish”, La pasta, La pizza, Salumi “cold cuts” and Formaggi “cheese”, Il crudo “raw
ham”) besides a coffee-shop, a bakery, a pastry shop, an ice-cream parlour, a wineshop, a pub
Staff: trained through specific courses
Layout: carefully organized, divided into departments
Services: cooking school with food and wine courses, events and concerts – ‘live’
production of mozzarella and fresh pasta in view of the customers.
Prices: medium-high, but in line with market prices (pasta dishes 12$, mozzarella and
tomato salad 9$)
In-store communication: very visual and carefully presented, both in terms of company
philosophy and of products
R etail I nnovations 7
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Concept Innovation
International Cases

B ra z il

   Le Postiche
The capacity to reinvent oneself, offering customers a shopping
experience focused on end-usage and buying motivations, which
encourages both planned purchases and impulse buys, generates a great
increase in sales

company to rethink its store
format in order to revitalize its
leadership, increase customer
loyalty and make its stores
more productive.

THE CONCEPT
The project, developed in
2010 in consultation with
GS&MD – Gouvea de Souza,
member of the Ebeltoft
Group in Brazil, involved a
structural transformation of

16
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Le Postiche’s format. The new

After over thirty years, Le

concept was trialled in two

Postiche, a chain of handbags

pilot stores located in Sao

and accessories stores,

Paulo and Rio de Janeiro.

has become the leader in

The first step was to study

the Brazilian market, with

the characteristics of the

over 200 stores. However,

store’s primary target:

the dynamic nature of the

working women, middle-

market, the evolution in

upper class, aged 25-40,

customers’ expectations,

married, with children,

new and more aggressive

independent, modern, who

competitors have spurred the

take good care of themselves

Key data
Format: accessories retailer (bags, luggage and
leather goods)
215 stores, of which 70 licensed
100 m2: average store size (70-160 m2)
2010: new concept opens
2,200 average SKUs (1,600 – 3,200)
4 own brands
60%: sale of own brand products

and their families.

Organization, Everyday Life,

To attract this target and

Leisure, Presents, Sports,

meet its demands, the

Husbands, and Traveling. The

store has revolutionized its

marketing approach focuses

categories and revamped

on providing solutions to

its product range, reducing

customers. It has been

some lines, introducing

supported by a specific staff

new ones, and focusing on

training program and has

specific categories, including

resulted in an immediate

organizers for handbags

increase in sales, especially in

and wallets, presents and

the more transversal worlds,

accessories - products

like the ones dedicated to

related to the organization

Husbands, Everyday Life, and

of everyday life and to

Traveling. The new approach

traveling. While previously

is also conveyed visually

stores were merchandised

through the staff’s new

around product categories,

uniforms.

the new format is organized

The new layout facilitates the

into nine ‘worlds’:

flow through the store; visual

Accessories, Children,

merchandising has been a
R etail I nnovations 7
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focus, and a less formal
style has been adopted
for the rooms, with
transparent displays
to help customers
interact directly with
products, and stimulate
impulse purchases and
cross-selling dynamics
among different
categories.

RETAIL IS DETAIL
To make purchasing and
check-out processes more
efficient, some handbags in
the Presents world
are already adorned
with ribbons, ready
to be bought and
presented directly
to the happy
beneficiary. The
more technical
products (e.g.
suitcases) have
cards with detailed
description to assist selfservice, a shopping
approach that is
increasingly preferred
by the women of this
target, especially in
the initial phase of
the purchase. The
18
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staff’s listening and decoding
skills have been reinforced
through an approach focused
on solutions and end use,
rather on the mechanical
demonstration of the product.

CONCLUSIONS
Customers appreciate the
new concept, finding it
attractive and modern, while
remaining true to the identity
developed by the brand over
its thirty years of activity. Sales
in pilot stores have increased
by 45% to 55%. Regular
stores too have benefited

from the new solution—
based approach, showing
6-10% sales increases. As a
consequence, the company
has decided to restructure
all of its 215 stores and
concessions according to the
new concept over the next
two years.

Key points of innovation
Redefined offer based on transversal worlds
Layout and displays that stimulate direct customer-product interaction
Notes on Retail Mix
Range: handbags, suitcases, accessories, traveling products, children’s products,
leisure
Own brand: 4 lines for different segments. Stradda, Matiz, Le Postiche, Viajjando
Flexible layout, based on 9 worlds centered on usage situations and buying
motivations
Worlds: Accessories, Children, Organization, Everyday life, Leisure, Presents, Sports,
Husbands, Traveling
Prices: average
Staff specialized in listening, decoding and offering solutions
Multi-channel: Online sales (2%). Planned extension of ‘world’-based categorization
to online sector
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B ra z il  -

Sao

Paulo

   P&G 5D Experience
Procter & Gamble’s first temporary ‘corporate’ retail concept: a physical
environment to allow customers to interact with products, present
innovations, reinforce the positioning of ‘solutions for the family,’
strengthening customer loyalty, improving the visibility of the brands and
their ties with P&G
the various brands
of the corporation,
P&G opened a
temporary store in
the Market Place
mall of Sao Paulo,
from September to
December 2010. The
main objective was to
showcase brands and
products. Products
are not sold but freely
offered to customers

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
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who can test them

Procter & Gamble owns

directly, often in original and

numerous well-known

entertaining ways. Using

brands, like Pampers,

the pop-up store format,

Duracell, Gillette, yet its

P&G presents its entire

corporate brand P&G is

range of products in a single

not particularly known to

location, offering a complete

customers and clients. To

experience to all family

reinforce its visibility and

targets (fathers, mothers,

value and also to create a

children, babies), meeting the

greater integration among

needs of everyday family life.

Key data
Format: experiential temporary ‘Pop-up’ store
2010: opened (3 months: September – December)
Location: Market Place Mall, Sao Paulo- 250 m2
15 P&G brands
54,500 visitors (of which 12,600 registered,
equal to 23%)
THE CONCEPT

home. The store has been

The 250 m2 area is

organized to encourage

merchandised in bays along

as much direct interaction

the walls, each one dedicated

as possible, through

to one of the 15 brands.

the activation of all five

Dedicated staff demonstrate

sensory dimensions, as the

the various products and

specification ‘5D experience’

communicate the brand

suggests. Customers can

message. Products are not

go to the Duracell battery

sold but freely offered to

bay and play Guitar Hero or

customers in order for them

move to the Ariel detergent

to test them on site and at

area and wear special

R etail I nnovations 7
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glasses that simulate the

directly test the quality of

vision one would have

the products. In the Gillette

inside a washing machine.

area, men can shave and

In the area dedicated to

test razors, creams, and

Naturella, a brand of tampons

aftershaves.

and other body products
recently launched by P&G

RETAIL IS DETAIL

in Brazil, there is a screen

Digital technology is a key part

and headphones where

of the experience and visitors
are invited to experiment
using photos of themselves.
In the Pringles chips corner,
customers can personalize
the packaging replacing the
face of the character in the
logo with their own. The long
moustache of the character
remains however and the
result is very funny. In the area
dedicated to Koleston hair
color, both women and men
can take their pictures and
see how they would look with
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female customers can enjoy a

various hair colors. In the Olay

highly relaxing and soothing

space, a machine photographs

video. In the Pampers

the skins of the customers,

corner, children (or, why not,

analyzes the quality of

adults) can play with objects

the skin, the wrinkles and

projected on the pavement,

the impurities in the face,

which move according

and recommends the best

to their movements. For

products. In the Pampers area,

example, when a visitor

parents can take pictures of

jumps on a bed of projected

their babies as they play with

flowers the flowers move. The

the digital carpet, photos that

Pantene area offers a beauty

are cyclically shown on small

salon, where customers can

LCD screens.

CONCLUSIONS
The temporary store attracted
54,500 visitors in three
months and 12,600 registered
to receive information, free
samples, and promotions.
Thanks to the store’s success
and the attention of the
media it attracted, P&G was
able to attain its goal of a
greater visibility.

Key points of innovation
First temporary ‘corporate’ concept store
Intense experience associated with products and brands
Notes on Retail Mix
Range: all 14 P&G products available on the Brazilian market (not on sale, but
freely available for testing in-store and at home)
Brands: Pringles, Pampers, Hipoglós, Vick, Duracell, Olay, Ariel, Koleston, Pantene,
Oral-B, Gillette, Olay, Head & Shoulders, Naturella
Staff: present for every brand / bay
Layout: U-shaped path, with relaxation areas at the end
Services: the Pantene and Olay bays are beauty salons offering services for hair
and body
Experience: high level of interaction with products; games; personalized packaging;
widespread use of photos to involve customers

R etail I nnovations 7
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C hina  -

Shanghai

   RT-Mart
By inserting a traditional fresh food market inside a mall, RT-Mart has
become a main attraction; among the yelling of the staff are customers
who get to pick their own fish from the fish tank

comfortable, clean and airconditioned environments
of modern shopping areas.
At the same time, all
customer targets continue
to feel the attraction of the
lively and traditional fresh
product markets. RT-Mart has
launched a new format for
its Chinese customers, which
is more modern and more in
line with emerging demands.
RT Mart is the retail brand of
the Taiwanese Ruentex group
in which Auchan participates
and is already well rooted in
the Chinese market with its

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

155 stores.

The rapid transformation of
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Chinese society and shopping

THE CONCEPT

styles has led to a significant

The hypermarket includes all

increase of hypermarkets

traditional grocery categories

in China. It is, especially,

with a one-stop shopping

the younger generations

approach, for the purpose of

who prefer to shop in the

rationalizing the purchasing

Key data
Format: hypermarket
Opened: 1997
Average surface of fresh produce area: 20,000 m2
Stores: 155 in China
Revenue (1997-2010): US$8 billion over all stores
during this period (now 155)
Ownership: Ruentex Group (Taiwan) and Auchan Group
(France)
process and cutting down

fresh product market, to

on traveling time in the

which a very large surface

increasingly crowded and

area (more than 20,000 m2)

chaotic Chinese cities. In the

has been assigned.

grocery department, RT-Mart
is developing product lines

The market is divided into

with its own brand, with

three main sections:

more than 100 SKUs. But
the key success factor has

• Fish

been the integration into the

Ample assortment of fish

hypermarket of a traditional

and seafood: all offered

R etail I nnovations 7
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live, in tanks, to guarantee

The hypermarket also has a

absolute freshness. As

take-away food service, with

in traditional markets,

an ample choice of dishes,

customers can choose

especially local ones, which

what they want and the

are cooked on the spot, to

fish is cleaned on the spot.

satisfy the increasing demand

Products also include live

for practical and quick eating

turtles, a delicacy in Chinese

solutions by Chinese families.

cuisine.
The hypermarket concept
offers a more intense and
direct relation with customers
compared to the classical selfservice model and the staffing
is therefore a strategic factor
in customer loyalty: for this
reason, the concept calls for
permanent training programs,
with one-hour sessions every
week.

RETAIL IS DETAIL
• Red and white meat
In this section, butchers

bustle of the clean and air-

advise customers and

conditioned fresh market,

cut the meat on the spot.

you will find the staff,

There is also a picture that

working the stalls, trying to

illustrates the various meat

draw customers’ attention

cuts, helping customers

by shouting out special

make their choice.

promotions and promoting

• Fresh spices
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Amidst the hustle and

the freshness of their food.

Fresh spices are sold loose

This lively atmosphere is a

and by weight, in a style

common sight in the market

that is reminiscent of how

place, especially for the

spices were sold during the

Chinese culture. In the fish

olden days.

department, there is even a

tank in which customers can
pick their own fish, which is
then slaughtered, scaled and
cleaned by the fishmonger.
The spectacle may seem
brutal to Western eyes but
this operation method is very
popular especially among the
busy Chinese consumers as
it cuts down their time and
effort taken to cook the fish.
There are also services such as

and motorcycles. These

hypermarket) has

a shuttle bus service to the

services point towards the

been very successful,

hypermarket and free lockers

modern outlook of the new

allowing RT-Mart to

for personal belongings. In

hypermarkets.

open more than 150
stores and earning

the larger hypermarkets, there
are also unusual services such

CONCLUSIONS

an US$8 billion

as a post office and even a

This hybrid concept

revenue in less than

mechanic shop for scooters

(traditional market and

10 years.

Key points of innovation
Integration of traditional fresh food market with hypermarket format
Services (post office, mechanic shop)
Notes on Retail Mix
Assortment: wide range of products in fresh food, grocery and non-food with
integrated services and 100 own brand SKUs
Prices: affordable
Services: shuttle bus and lockers for customers as well as post offices and
mechanics in larger stores
Staff: consistently retrained
Experience: strong multi-sensory involvement in the market area. Sale of live fish
with customers involved in choosing
R etail I nnovations 7
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F rance

   Carrefour

Planet

The "reinvention" of the hypermarket by its inventor Carrefour: the most
strategic project ever launched by Carrefour to boost its performance in
mature markets. The objective of Planet is to have feminine appeal, to
restore the pleasure of shopping in a hypermarket, and to become a real
multi-specialist in non-food

more senior and younger
households… both of which
are important target markets
for future retailing in Europe!
While many hypermarket
operators have announced
a decline in hypermarket
performance (10 000 m2
and more), Carrefour wants
to prove the hypermarket
remains a lever of profitable
growth… when presented in

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

a reinvented format!

Large hypermarkets are
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facing a decline in their

The Concept

attractiveness: increasing

To improve and renew

competition from

customers’ shopping

supermarkets, discount

experience, Carrefour

stores, non-food specialists

Planet is designed to meet

and web sites; customers

3 main objectives: make

who consider hypermarkets

hypermarkets more feminine

as time consuming and

and attractive; become the

unfriendly, especially the

market leader in traditional

Key Data
Format: hypermarket
Launched: summer 2010 with 6 pilot stores, two of
which are very large stores in Lyon (France):
15,000 m2 700 in-store staff, More than 150 millions €
of turnover each
26 stores
Key Data for Carrefour Group
2009: 107,177 billion euros
Presence in 34 countries
Over 15,500 stores
4 main formats: Hypermarkets, Supermarkets, Discounts
(split announced early 2011) and Convenience
fresh produce and be a

inspired by specialists such

multi-specialist with a strong

as Picard, Ikea or Sephora.

competitive positioning.

Carrefour dedicates space

The usual concept of

to the best comsumer

“one stop shopping” is no

brands: retail corners are

longer sufficient as a main

occupied by big names such

attraction. The brand has

as Apple, L’Oréal and Virgin,

made the strategic choice

in the spirit of the best

of abandoning its original

specialists stores. Carrefour

ambitions in hypermarkets

planet offers a product

(be a generalist) and is

mix that is redesigned to

organizing its new concept

be more responsive to

into 9 key areas: fresh,

customer needs. They have

organic, frozen, beauty,

reduced or even eliminated

fashion, baby, home, leisure

some departments in

and consumer electronics.

preference of others: DIY

The new concept is clearly

or sport departments will
R etail I nnovations 7
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now offer basic products,

promotions. Gondola-

but customers can choose

ends are first and foremost

among 3000 types of organic

reserved for the private

products or 9000 different

label, ‘Carrefour Discount’, to

beauty products. Carrefour

reassure customers about the

Planet aims to entertain

price positioning of the brand.

its customer and boosts
footfall by refreshing its offer
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RETAIL IS DETAIL

through events and

Among the more significant

promotions. The

features is the Beauty area.

transversal aisle that

The dramatic displays of

separates the main

this category is spectacular,

vertical aisles has

worthy of best-in-class

been more than

comparisons. The area has

doubled to become

been given a complete

a vast promotional

makeover for the well-being

zone. The brand has

of its customers: 800 sqm

been working on its price

are dedicated to Beauty, with

image: the implementation

9000 sku’s. Customers can

of the new concept may be

get expert advice as well as

seen as a move upmarket.

enjoying services such as

That’s why Carrefour focussed

rapid make-up applications

on visible prices and massive

and express hairstyling. They

can also use a virtual mirror
to test make-up products
‘live’ at interactive terminals.
This presents a definitively
more feminine and attractive
concept, offering a completely
new shopping experience,

Conclusions
The new concept of Carrefour
Planet has been tested at
six pilot stores in Belgium,
Spain and France. The

years. The gain in terms of

the reprioritisation of

results are good enough

sales is over 5% on average,

categories and to the

to convince Carrefour to

mainly due to increased

limitation of sku's in

roll out the concept over

footfall. And the profitability

several categories (e.g.

241 hypermarkets within 3

will improve as well; due to

Home).

Key points of innovation
A more feminine and attractive concept offering a new shopping experience
A multi-specialist, with radical re-prioritisation among categories
Notes on Retail Mix
Assortment: a wide range of products with a special focus on fresh, organic, frozen,
beauty, fashion, baby, house, leisure and multimedia products
Competitive prices especially through Carrefour value brand ‘Carrefour Discount’
A Wide range of services to make shopping easier and more fun: snack area, hairstyling service, Scan’Lib service, childcare service
2.000 sqm dedicated to Season and Events.. Carrefour rents space to brands in
the non-food sector such as “Maison de la Literie” for a week or two to create
commercial dynamism and boost footfall
R etail I nnovations 7
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F rance  -

Paris

   Foncier

Home

Service retailing learns from product retailing and surpasses its masters: Foncier
Home is the first concept store in the one-stop-shopping real estate sector.
It offers an efficient, entertaining and relaxing retail experience, thanks to a
flexible approach that mixes assisted and self-service options

could go up now that property
information can be easily
accessed on the internet. This
development is progressively
undermining the traditional
role of real estate agencies,
which seem to be becoming
increasingly redundant.
Agencies also face new types
of competition from a new
kind of intermediary, such as
web-based pure players and
also banks, which have begun
expanding their services
beyond mortgages. The
French bank Crédit Foncier,
part of the large BPCE group,
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

has for a long time offered

The real estate market is

real estate services aligned

rapidly undergoing a major

with its banking services.

change. Today in France, more

Recently, however, the Group

than half the transactions

identified a new opportunity

occur directly between private

driven by client demand: a

individuals and the number

much broader service than

Key data
Format: real estate megastore
2010: opening
1.500 m2
350 visitors per day
Website
8,500 visitors / month
7’30” average navigation time
that offered by traditional

space is necessary to properly

agencies, which applies the

‘tell the story’ of its rich range

one-stop shopping approach

of services: intermediation

of traditional retail to the

in real estate transactions;

real estate market. The first

marketing of new properties;

concept store of this new

property management

chain opened at the end of

services; mortgages. Foncier

2010.

Home is associated with
150 real estate agencies

THE CONCEPT

and deals only in properties

Foncier Home opened in

where it is the sole agent.

Paris with a foot print of

It offers a full, high quality

1,500

m2:

this amount of

range of services, using
experts in both mortgages
and loans, and in real estate.
The retail space is divided
into four areas, which are
simply but effectively defined
as: ‘becoming owners,’
‘selling a property,’ ‘investing,’
‘renovating,’ each marked
with its own distinctive color.
R etail I nnovations 7
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Customers can ask

RETAIL IS DETAIL

consultants for information or

Foncier Home organizes

opt for a self-service approach

thematic events, which are

using a convenient array

held every three months

of touch-screens. Foncier

in a dedicated area, with

Home has also developed a

topics such as ‘sustainable

very effective multi-channel

housing.’ This allows them to

strategy, which also allows

attract, besides their regular

people to access their

customers, also potential

services through the internet

customers who do not have

from any location on a site

a short-term housing project

that mirrors the arrangement

at the moment. Events

of the actual store.

are sometimes based on

To offer a full range of

partnerships. For example,

services, Foncier Home has

a very successful event

also established strategic

centered on the key theme of

partnerships with firms

the assessment of property

offering complementary

value was organized in

services, such as real estate

collaboration with the website

financing, home staging and

www.meilleursagents.com.

interior design consulting.

To offer customers

personalized advice, Foncier

CONCLUSIONS

Home offers a card to each

The Foncier Home concept

customer, which allows them

is innovative in more way

to use the touch terminals

than one, and is proof of the

in the store and create

positive cross-contamination

a personalized account,

that is developing between

through which customers can

retail sectors: offline and

follow their ongoing projects

online; retail of services and

and monitor progress also

products. The growth plan

via the internet. The card

expects openings in the 10

incorporates a RFID chip,

main French cities.

which allows consultants to
know where customers are in
the store and approach them
to offer appropriate services.
Finally, the store also has a
café on site in partnership
with Columbus Café.

Key points of innovation
First provider of a full range of real estate solutions on the French market
Efficient multi-channel strategy allowing customers to get information and follow
their real estate project both in the concept store and from remote locations
Notes on Retail Mix
Range: purchase and sale of real estate; marketing of new properties; property
management; mortgages
Services: Card with RFID chip to use touch terminals and signal customer location
in store; advice for high-net worth foreign investors; café
Layout: four distinctive, retail-style color-coded zones: 'becoming owners,' 'selling
a property,' 'investing,' 'renovating,' Events: thematic events every three months

R etail I nnovations 7
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G ermany  –

Berlin

KU64
“Enjoy going to the dentist’s” – a philosophy which places patients in the
center of attention and transforms them into ‘guests’. With professional
treatment, great empathy and care for details, tensions are being eased
and the treatment time optimized
THE CONCEPT
Starting from the idea that in
dental care the best results
are achieved when patients
are relaxed and fear-free,
Doctor Stephan Ziegler hit
on a simple but brilliant
idea: creating a relaxing,

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
When we entrust our health
to a doctor it would be nice
to also feel good during
the treatment and not only
after it. This is particularly
true in the case of dentists,
who traditionally have not
made the comfort of their
patients their top priority. An
exception comes from Berlin,
where, by adopting a new
well-planned concept, the
dental clinic KU64 has been
able to combine health care
with comfort, ease and even
pleasure.
36
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multi-sensorial environment,
suited to all types of patients,
capable of eliminating the
fear of dental treatment – or
at least keeping it under
control. This, he found, has
the added bonus of making
the treatment quicker and
more efficient. Based on this,

Key data
Format: dental clinic
2005: opening
2,000 sqm on two levels
70 staff members: 18 dentists, 9 dental technicians, 8
dental hygienists and other specialists
25,000 patients
300 new customers per month

with KU64, he - with help of

patients by minimizing the

a respected architect - has

space taken up by equipment

created a concept that makes

and furniture and when

all sorts of patients feel

possible even hiding the

welcome and at ease from

equipment. These newly laid

the very first moment, as they

out rooms are additionally

are – among others – treated

optimized in a very process

by a highly professional staff

oriented way to support the

in an innovative and purpose

staff in working efficiently. In

built interior.

the waiting room, patients can

A futuristic environment has

relax by lying on comfortable

been created, characterized

dental chairs. Here, they can

by sensory warm colors,

enjoy a great view over the

curved structures, relaxing

roofs of Berlin, use integrated

background sounds and

headphones to watch movies

mood-enhancing lighting.

projected on to the ceiling or

Every room optimally fits the

listen to their favorite music.

purpose. For example, the

The range of dental services is

surgery rooms are conceived

very wide and provided by a

to calm even the most fearful

team of 18 dentists, 9 dental
R etail I nnovations 7
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technicians, and 8 dental

RETAIL IS DETAIL

hygienists using state-of-the-

The smell of freshly made

art equipment. In addition,

cappuccino and a fireplace

the practice offers a range

make the waiting room a

of health services provided

relaxing and almost homely

by a range of specialists

environment. Young patients

(e.g. physical therapists).

and also customers’ kids

Thanks to the presence

can enjoy a play area with

of the complete range of

the typical ball pit, a small

specialists and an internal

climbing wall, a corner with

analysis laboratory, patients

videogames and others. To

can integrate more than

attract new customers, the

one dental treatment into

clinic for example offers

a single appointment. Due

guided tours and organizes

to this formation, the clinic

monthly events, like exhibits,

can offer a quick diagnosis,

theme parties, fashion shows,

expertise and treatment for

readings, using a ‘customer

all types of dental problems

brings non-customer’

and a shortening especially in

invitation system.

waiting time for complicated

The centre works on extended

treatments.

opening hours: usually 10
hours a day, 7 days a week.
A wide range of healty drinks
and snacks are available.
Among the additional services,
there is also a program to
help patients stop smoking.
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CONCLUSIONS
KU64 has profoundly changed
the concept and experience of
a typical dental clinic, turning
it into a relaxing and pleasant
environment, while maintaining
a professional and time-efficient
work organization. They started
off with 1,500 sqm space but
their success, with over 25,000
customers and a growth rate of
300 new customers a month,
quickly forced them to expand to
the present 2,000 sqm.

Key points of innovation
Patient as guest and wide range of relaxing services
Warm and multi-sensorial environment which eases and optimizes treatment
Advanced use of new technologies
Notes on Retail Mix
Products: full range of dental services and integrated health programs (programs
to stop smoking, massage etc.)
Prices: average
Environment: homely and multi-sensorial e.g. warm colors, smell of cappuccino,
relaxing background sounds, fireplace, comfortable furniture
Services: Long opening hours, CD with 3D images of patients’ x-rays; play area for
children; drinks and snacks; guided tours
Marketing and communication: direct marketing through monthly events; internet
marketing using search engine optimization (SEO) strategies and social media
(Facebook, YouTube, Twitter); advertising clips in cinemas
R etail I nnovations 7
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G ermany  –

Berlin

   Ritter

Sport

A full immersion in chocolate and the quality of the brand: smell,
tasting sessions, multiple formats and packaging, active involvement of
customers. These are the big little secrets of the ‘Ritter style’

allows customers to interact
with the brand and become
aware of its quality on a
material and symbolic level.
It is for these reasons that
the internationally renowned
chocolate brand Ritter Sport,
still run by the family that
founded the company in
1932, has decided to open its
first Brand Store.

THE CONCEPT
The Ritter brand store
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

1,000 m2 distributed on three

Nowadays, the main concern

floors in a building in Berlin’s

among quality brands,

elegant Mitte neighbourhood.

especially those operating in

The distinctive identity of

mass markets, is that of being

Ritter Sport is immediately

ousted by a competitor based

perceived: the historical

on price and promotions. To

square shape of its chocolate

avoid this threat, an essential

tablets is reflected in the

strategic step is to establish

tables and stools while the

direct communication

multicolored character of its

channels with customers. This

products, in which each taste

Key data
Format: Brand Store
2010: opening
1,000 m2 on 3 floors
1912: Ritter is founded
1932: the square format is invented

is marked by a different color

organic chocolate, diet

wrapper, is echoed by the

options, special gift packages,

décor of the entire retail area.

mini and maxi formats, 2

The interior welcomes

kilo mixed chocolate family

visitors from the start with a

packages. Customers can also

multi-sensory environment,

make up their own favorite

permeated by the smell of

mix. The store includes a

various types of chocolate.

merchandising area based on

Customers can taste

the Ritter Sport’s multicolored

chocolate on site and ask

style to many different

for personalised recipes,

accessories.

prepared on the spot by
chocolate masters. The

The delicious smell of

bottom end of the store

chocolate pervades the

is reserved for packaged

whole store, originating

products, arranged around a

from the Chocoworkshop in

great totem column stocked

the basement, a ‘magical’

with countless multicolored

place where, in half an hour,

tablets. The assortment

customers can experience the

includes the entire range

entire production process of a

of Ritter products. Besides

chocolate bar.

classic lines, there is also
R etail I nnovations 7
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On the upper floor, in the

its foundation to the present,

Chocopath, customers

and a corner presenting all

can learn more about the

the advertising campaigns

production process using a

launched in various countries

small interactive museum,

throughout the years,

with images describing the

including historical ones in

gathering and processing

black and white. A screen also

of cocoa, an interactive

offers customers a virtual tour

3D theater recounting the

of the Ritter Museum which is

history of Ritter Sport from

located close to the company
headquarters and dedicated
to modern art, with works
commissioned to artists
based on ‘square’ themes.

RETAIL IS DETAIL
In the packaged product
area, customers can also
create their own mix by
combining various tastes and
paying by weight. Coloured
cartons the size of standard
42
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chocolate bars are available
for preparing presents.
In the workshop, as they wait
for their chocolate bar to
solidify, children are invited to
create their own personalised
packaging by drawing on
white carton.

CONCLUSIONS
The store’s ability to attract
old and new customers has
ensured the company’s goal
to reinforce its image by
directly demonstrating the
quality of its products.

Key points of innovation
Multi-sensorial and interactive experience of
products and of their production process
Reinforcement of the distinctive features of the
brand
Notes on Retail Mix
Assortment: the entire range of Ritter Sport
chocolate types: classic, organic, dietetic, mini and
maxi formats
Merchandising: accessories and gift packages
Staff: presence on site of master chocolate makers
Services: many ways of personalising purchases.
Cafeteria and snacking areas with widespread
presence of chocolate
Entertainment: workshop teaching customers how
to make their own chocolate bars
R etail I nnovations 7
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Unikat Automat
The concept of this mobile vending machine exploits a great number of
people pass through - by offering creative and unique works crafted by a
variety of artists and designers

Product ranges have gradually
expanded from food to
other sectors of the mass
market. But this new German
experience shows how this
channel is ready also for
special products like works of
art and hand-crafted design
objects.

THE CONCEPT
Unikat Automat is the pet
project of 4 German art
school students, who are
convinced that there is
widespread production of
quality works of art and
design that lacks adequate
distribution channels. They
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

are also convinced that there

Vending machines are a

is a market for this type of

quickly developing retail

offering, made up of people

channel because they

who are interested in art

respond to the growing

but are not used to going

need for fast purchasing.

to galleries and specialized

Key data
Format: vending machine
2010: opening
€10-100: price range
24-28 products
1,5x1x2 metri: dimensioni
Original location: Munich Central Station
Location in general: no fix location
12 million: footfall per month
1.5x1x2 meters: approximate size
stores and have little time to

have longer opening

spare for shopping.

hours than stores in
“regular” locations –

For this reason, the originally

sometimes even on

chosen location was the

Sunday. The opening

Munich central train station,

hours in Germany are

one of the most frequented

limited compared to

in Germany, with more than

international standards.

12 million passenger footfall
per month. In general, train

To qualify for this vending

stations in Germany are

project products must meet

taking on an increasingly

certain criteria: they must be

important role in retail, since

signed, hand-made, unique

stores in train stations usually

works or limited series. Size

R etail I nnovations 7
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is also obviously constrained

an upper limit of €100: the

by the dimensions of the

lower prices facilitate impulse

vending machine slot. The

buys, usually meant as gifts.

product ranges include
unique illustrations, artistic

The business model is based

t-shirts, handbags in printed

on an initial contribution

textile, handmade earrings

of product by the artists

and photos. The range of

who can then open a

artists is very wide: along

sales account: every three

with works by unknown and

months, unsold works are

emergent artists, there are

returned to the artists with

works by established artists

a percentage of sales on

whose work is also found in

those sold, and the product

art galleries. The artists decide

range is completely renewed.

the price of their work, with

The continuous introduction
of new works ensures the
continuing interest of the
public.

RETAIL IS DETAIL
The product range
is chosen by the 4
founders of the concept
and owners of the vending
machine who peer review
work and sometimes also
46
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directly invite artists whose
work they believe fit the
concept. To communicate
with artists, fans and
customers, Unikat uses both
the web and social media
like Youtube, Twitter and
Facebook.

CONCLUSIONS

is no longer present in the

also has developed an

The initiative, starting from

Munich station, due to

online channel.

the Munich station, has

major restructuring work

With the new concept

had an immediate success

which has made the location

(the tour of the vending

among artists. Applications

unavailable, but there is

machine), the name of

are at about 100 applications

a plan to take it on a tour

the project has been

per month and growing.

through various other stations

changed and can now

Sales are going well,

and similarly frequented

be found under the

especially those of products

locations around the world.

name of the two main

in the €10-25 range.

In the meantine, the project

partners in the project:

Today, the vending machine

is being expanded and now

nikandlu.de.

Key points of innovation
Use of vending machines for works of art and design objects
Highly frequented locations (train stations) to bring niche products to the mass public
Notes on Retail Mix
Product range: 20-28 products: t-shirts, handbags, works of art, accessories, all
handmade, unique pieces or limited series
Prices: low, from €1 to €100
Location: various train stations and other similar locations in rotation
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Munich

Wash & Coffee
Do your laundry and learn how to properly wash as you surf the internet,
meet friends, eat something, enjoy a coffee or watch a show: this is the
new concept born from the partnership of Bosch and Henkel

and when they do, they view
washing as the quintessence
of boredom.
Two market leaders in laundry
and homecare, Bosch and
Henkel, have joined forces

S

to create a new launderettecafé concept to target the
interesting young and the
single segment. With ‘Wash
& Coffee’ people can do their
laundry with professional help
and enjoy themselves as they
wait for their washing to be
done.
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

THE CONCEPT

Nowadays, young people

After a considerable amount

regularly go to live on their

of research, Henkel and

own without having learned

Bosch identified the most

how to properly use a

interesting targets for this

washing machine. Often

project: young people, singles,

they do not even own one

students and commuters, and

Key data
Format: launderette with cafeteria
2010: opening
Henkel and Bosch partnership
130 m2: 80 m2 ‘washing’ area and 35 m2 café
4 staff members including 1 washing consultant
Approx. 580 customers / month for the launderette
50% also use the café
20% customer loyalty rate

have produced a coherent
concept, which integrates a
launderette and a café.
Wash & Coffee gives
its customers access to
‘domestic’ culture through
a professional but easily
understandable approach.
The space is bright with
clean design. The laundry
is equipped with energyefficient Bosch washing
machines and dryers and
a range of Henkel cleaning
products. The staff is wellR etail I nnovations 7
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informed and able to advise

can use the store very flexibly,

customers on how to properly

using for example their

take care of their clothes:

own detergent if they wish

selecting the items that go

to. Washing and eating-

together, choosing the right

socializing-relaxing activities

programs, the

are separated both visually

temperatures

and spatially, also to prevent

and the right type

customers in the café from

of detergent. To

experiencing the smell of

make the most

detergents.

of their waiting
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time, which is in

Wash & Coffee has a website

any case limited

that explains its philosophy,

thanks to the

offers technical information

quick and efficient

on washing, lists the prices,

machines,

which are in line with other

customers can

self-service laundries, and

surf the internet

publicizes its calendar of

for free, listen to music, meet

events. The information is

friends or enjoy coffee, drinks

also available through a

and warm and cold snacks

newsletter. The concept is

in the café area. The store

also present on Facebook and

also periodically organizes

has a blog where customers

events like evening shows

can talk, trade advice and

with comedians. Customers

arrange to meet.

RETAIL IS DETAIL

CONCLUSIONS

The concept is still being

The washing machines and

The concept has been

evaluated, but a possible

dryers are types used for

welcomed by the customers;

development on an

the domestic market, which

they come during the week

international level is

use less water and make

but especially on Saturdays.

being considered.

less noise. This also helps

About 20% become habitual

customers ‘train’ for the

customers and are very

future use of the machines

satisfied, as shown by a

should they decide to buy

recent research. Constantly

one. In 2011, the launderette

listening to customers has

has been given a Quality

helped improve and develop

Award by the European

the concept. For example,

Center for Allergy Research,

events were introduced only

ECARF.

at a later stage following the
suggestions of customers.

Key points of innovation
Edutainment: informing customers on how to properly do their laundry in a
pleasing and stimulating environment
Notes on Retail Mix
Products: full range of Henkel washing machine detergents
Prices (of the launderette): in line with the competition
Services: professional products and assistance, snacking café area
Experience: calendar of in-store events
Multi-channel: website with blog and presence on social media
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  Lily’s Kitchen
Lily’s Kitchen’s Temporary Store: how to successfully and coherently
expand the visibility and customer loyalty of a Brand that has rapidly
become the leader in organic and natural food for dogs and cats

that are in line with the
brand’s DNA.

THE CONCEPT
Henrietta Morrison launched
Lily’s Kitchen in 2009
almost for fun: she wanted
to find for her dog a better
and healthier organic food
than those available on the
market. The product range
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was quickly extended to

Creating an area to relate

cat food and has met with

directly and physically with

rapid success, gaining official

customers. The key to the

recommendation from an

success of Temporary Stores,

association of veterinaries.

an emerging Retail channel

Today the range includes

and a new communication

both dry and wet food, with

medium for Brands:

prices that can be up to four

Temporary stores are much

times higher than non-organic

in fashion nowadays, but

brand name products. The

they are only effective when

premium pricing is justified

they distinguish themselves

by the quality of the food and

from the competition while

by the outstanding ethical

offering visitors experiences

coherence of the company:

Key data
Format: Temporary Store
2010: launch
65 m2
Open for 6 weeks
2009: launch of Lily’s Kitchen brand
in the last three years, 2009,

had a dining area for animals,

2010 and 2011, Lily’s Kitchen

a Snooze area, where

was awarded the Best Animal

animals could relax and

Food Company in the UK by

take a nap, and a Bar Belly-

the Ethical Good Shopping

Rub, dedicated to tummy

Guide. In only three years,

massages, much appreciated

distribution has reached

by dogs. Specialists were

‘sacred temples’ like Harrods

present for advice and

and Whole Foods Market,

therapies: a herbalist, a

besides hundreds of organic

specialist in canine behavior,

stores and many veterinary

a nutritionist, and even an

clinics. To reinforce its

acupuncturist specialized in

visibility and create a more

the treatment of dogs and

direct rapport with customers,

cats.

Lily’s Kitchen decided to open

The Temporary store opened

a Temporary Store for six

in Pimlico, a well-to-do

weeks over the Christmas

neighborhood in London,

2010 holidays. It was

next to a Farmers Market

conceived as a ‘little paradise’

(an area dedicated to the

for animals and owners, who

direct sale of farm products)

were encouraged to take their

and was able to effectively

pets inside the store, which

communicate the positioning
R etail I nnovations 7
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and image of the
Brand. The staff were
friendly and passionate
about their products,
and clearly outlined
the benefits of the
natural herbs and
product ingredient.
The Temporary
Store was part
of an integrated
multichannel
strategy, based
around a colourful
website, full of

fact that all the food on sale

nutritionalinformation

could be safely eaten by the

on food products, their

owners as well as their pets!

ingredients and herbs. To
emphasise the quality and

RETAIL IS DETAIL

value of the products each

The visual identity of the

channel communicated the

Temporary Store coherently
expresses in every detail
Lily’s Kitchen positioning,
centered on the nostalgia
for open air activities and
country life. Wooden floors,
fresh products arranged in
flower vases, hand-written
point of sale, notices on
blackboards, open sacks, a
rustic and simple style, all
contribute to the store’s sense
of being at one with nature.
Dogs in the store could
taste the various products
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effect. The Temporary Store
also organized innovative and
original activities for the more
passionate customers, such as
cooking for animals classes.

CONCLUSIONS
Lily’s Kitchen has succeeded
in using the opportunities
of the Temporary format to
create a a setting capable
and their bowls were

of adding value to its brand,

inserted on a table similar

reinforcing its rapport with

to a dinner party, creating

current customers and

an amusing and charming

attracting new ones.

Key points of innovation
Interactive and friendly Temporary Store for pets and owners
Notes on Retail Mix
Range: organic and natural food for dogs and cats
Prices: premium, up to four times the price of similar (non organic) branded
products
Services: rest and leisure areas for pets, cooking meals for pets classes catering for
cat and dog owners
Location: Pimlico (well-to-do neighborhood), next to a Farmers Market
R etail I nnovations 7
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Avery
Fine Perfumery
An ‘artistic’ perfumery turns into an olfactory boutique that guides
customers through a multisensory journey in a highly engaging dream-like
environment

to create stimulating retail
environments, consistent
with the quality of the offer
and different from those of
conventional perfumeries.
For more than twenty
years, Intertrade Europe
has been offering the more
sophisticated brands of
artistic perfumes. Recently,
the company has decided to
experiment with a concept
retail store in order to get

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

closer to the evolution in

While the perfume sector

purchasing behaviours and

is feeling the impact of

offer its customers a more

the general decline in

direct and multisensory

consumption, the segment

experience of its products.

of artistic perfumeries,
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offering rare and high

THE CONCEPT

quality perfumes, is growing.

The new concept changes

The potential of this

the classic rules of shopping

category, however, depends

experiences exploiting the

increasingly on the ability

strengths of artistic perfume

Key data
Format: olfactory boutique
2010: launch
4 stores: London, Modena, New Orleans, New York
surface: 12 to 300 m2
price range: 30€ – 500€
500 SKUs
Intertrade Europe key data
500 multibrand stores worldwide; 150 stores in Italy
2010 revenue: 10 million €
retailing: the quality of the

The change is radical: no

products and the experiential

impulse buys, but a direct

aspect. Traditional perfumeries

and profound experience

tend to stimulate mostly by

of the product. Customers

sight and withsound, with

tend to prolong their visits,

fanciful packaging, music,

improving their knowledge of

lights, colours, elements

perfumes and enjoying the

which do not really help the

olfactory experience. The staff-

customer perceive the quality

customer relationship is a one

of the actual products. The

on one experience based on

Avery Fine Perfumery concept

specialized expert guidance

instead takes customers

and authenticity of product.

on an experiential journey
that allows them to explore

The concept allows for

the products and the prime

different store configurations,

materials that are used to

both in terms of floor space

produce them, switching the

and style, all characterized

focus of the attention from

however by a domestic

the packaging to the contents.

setting that helps customers
R etail I nnovations 7
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feel welcome and puts them

for the retail design, is based

in the right mood for fully

on a mix of modernity and

appreciating the quality

tradition, technology and

of the perfumes and their

notes of the past, to integrate

ingredients. There is a limited

naturalness and a sense of

product range presented,

modernity.

each with a tester sample,
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and arranged in individual

Retail is Detail

space, creating a rarefied

The layout draws inspiration

atmosphere. In Avery artistic

from historical aviaries, the

perfumeries, packaging is

enormous cages in which

no longer visible. Perfumes

birds were kept, playing on

are presented in

the resonance with the store

simple bottles,

brand Avery. The theme

with a regularly

is conveyed in the store

changing

through the use of suspended

assortment. The

elements, images, materials,

Celso Fadelli

and cages, which symbolically

version of the

protect the precious perfumes

concept, realized

from the market, like they

in collaboration

protect rare birds from

with Lilian Drissen

external threats. The overall

result is a fantastic dreamlike atmosphere. Stores
often host events that are
not directly linked to the
products aswell as meetings
on the world of perfumes,
which consolidates
relationships with customers
and perfume connoisseurs.

CONCLUSIONS
The company is satisfied
with the sales results and
the overall value added to
its brand and has recently
opened a new boutique in
New Orleans.

Key points of innovation
Multisensory and artistic boutique
Notes on Retail Mix
Assortment: perfumes (9 to 16 brands per store), beauty, make up
Environment: personalized, domestic, minimalist
Communication: partnership with important art galleries. Use of social media
(Facebook, Twitter)
Prices: medium – high (from 30 to over 500€)
Staff: highly specialized
Multi-channel: online sales
Shopping experience: guided olfactory tours, events, and in-store meetings
R etail I nnovations 7
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Feltrinelli Express
Milan
Culture, events, traveling: The largest Feltrinelli bookstore opens in Milan’s
Central Station. With its four floors it is set to become a major attraction
for travelers and citizens of Milan alike

main railway stations, Naples
and Turin, first, and then
‘Milano Centrale,’ a station
with a footfall of 120 million
people per year. The Milan
store represents an important
flagship in this new concept
due to several factors; its
large surface (2,500 m2
compared to 1,100 m2 in
Naples); the revamping of

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

the entire station; ease of

In the last few years, the areas

access via public transport

occupied by the main Italian

and its multi-target format.

railway stations are being

It is positioned to become a

converted into shopping

central attraction not only for

malls. Feltrinelli was one

tourists and travelers but for

of the first retail brands to

all citizens of Milan.

believe in the potential of this
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channel, opening its ‘Express’

THE CONCEPT

format in Porta Garibaldi,

Assortment and layout

Milan’s main railway station,

are designed to meet

in 2006. Recently the

the requirements of two

company has extended its

different targets: travelers

‘Express’ concept to various

and citizens. At the entrances

Key data
Format: megastore
bookstore
Opened: 2010
Size: 2,500 m2 over
4 floors
SKUs: 64,000
• 40,000 books
• 15,000 music products
• 5,000 home video
• 4,000 games

Employees: 60
Opening times 7 a.m. –
10 p.m. 7 days a week
Feltrinelli data
Group Revenue (2010):
335 million euros
Store Estate: 103
Group Employees: 1,563
Events in 2010: 3,100

of each floor, visitors find a

books, guides, books in native

newsstand, novelties and a

languages, an international

top books list to give helpful

newsstand, gadgets and even

suggestions to commuters

a small quality food section.

and travelers. Customers in a

The first floor is targeted

hurry benefit from the aisles,

towards younger customers:

which are wide enough to

on one side we find CDs,

allow travelers to comfortably

DVDs, games, multimedia

take their trolleys along.

and comics, while, in the

At the same time a variety

‘Kidz’ corner, there is a line

of reading spaces allow

of books for children and

customers, with more time

adolescents supported with

on their hands, to enjoy a

consultation from Reggio

more leisurely and relaxing

Children. This section also

explorative visit.

contains as well as didactic

The ground floor is dedicated

games, music and movies

to travelers and tourists with

for children, all set in an

a wide range of traveling

entertaining environment.
R etail I nnovations 7
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On the second floor, which
offers a view of the train
tracks, there is a more
generalist assortment, with
the majority of the 40,000
titles found in the store and
a classical music and jazz
section. The top floor has
an area for events where
presentations, exhibits, and
debates are organized. Soon
there will also be a restaurant
open from 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.
with live shows, cooking
classes and tasting events.
The various floors are
connected through escalators
and lifts that allow travelers to
go through the Feltrinelli store
and proceed directly to the
platforms: an interesting extra
for regular customers since it
allows them to cut through
the somewhat roundabout
routes imposed by the
station's new layout.

RETAIL IS DETAIL
The second floor, which once
hosted the first class waiting
room, has been completely
restored, making it, once
again, accessible to the
public. The original 1930s
frescoes and a beautiful
fountain are particularly
enhanced by the new layout.
To guarantee the availability
of quick purchases, critical
in a location like this, there
are more cash-registers and
staff compared to the classic
formats: specifically, nine
cash-registers positioned at
every entrance / exit, 3 staffed
information booths and nine
self-service points (3 on each
floor)
Gondolas (shelf ends)
at the beginning of each
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department offer reviews
by specialists on books that
have been ‘Picked for You,’
increasing the interaction with
customers.

CONCLUSIONS
Notwithstanding the
unfavourable general market
trends, after the first 9
months, revenues are almost
in line with the expected 15
million euros for the first year.
Average purchase is around
10 euros and the expectations
are for further growth,
especially after the opening
of the restaurant on the top
floor in November.

Key points of innovation
Multi-target concept for travelers and citizens
Notes on Retail Mix
Assortment: books, CDs, DVDs, traveling products, musical instruments and
gadgets
Prices: average
Services: ‘Kidz’ space, lounge area, self-service booths, food area, and (soon)
restaurant with cooking classes
Experience: 3-4 events per week – book presentations, exhibits and courses
R etail I nnovations 7
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  La Gardenia
Perfumeries
A new format repositions the retail brand making La Gardenia
perfumeries a pleasant environment where customers can find a moment
of peace and relaxation even when time-pressed

and herbalist stores. The
perfumery format has met
with declining success in the
last few years and one of the
central goals for chains has
become that of differentiating
their positioning. In 2008,
La Gardenia, the second
national chain, decided to
orient its positioning towards
greater exclusivity and better
customer service.

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
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In Italy, the distribution scene

IL CONCEPT

of the perfume sector is

The new retail concept,

rapidly moving from a highly

launched in 2008, represents

fragmented market to one

the last step in the company’s

dominated by national or

new mission: being a

multi-regional chains.

beauty and wellness atelier

In the beauty market, there

in a friendly, innovative

has been stiff competition

environment, combining

between competing channels:

sophistication and culture.

pharmacies mostly, but

This increased exclusivity has

also large retail chains

been achieved in the first

Key data
Format: perfumery
2010: launch of the new format
6 stores
surface: 250-300 m2
4 employees
Key data for La Gardenia
1976: established
250 m2: average surface
161 stores
800 employees
10,000 SKUs
155 million €: 2010 revenue
1 million loyalty cards
75%: purchases using loyalty cards

place through a range that

tissues, accessories and

has dedicated more space to

testers. The flower shape is

brands sold exclusively on the

obtained through capsules

Italian market. In the store,

in a red petal form, inside

customers have become the

which there are video screens

focus of the attention. For this

that show company branded

reason, the physical centre

videos in which Fleur, the

of the store is now occupied

cartoon girl designed by Bella

by the make up and services

Pilar and new emblem of

area. The area is shaped like a

Gardenia, is the protagonist.

flower which evokes the store

The central positioning of the

logo. It allows customers to

make-up area constitutes a

test products using brushes,

intimate and friendly space
R etail I nnovations 7
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in which customers feel

face and allow them to more

welcome and looked after,

accurately perceive the effects

besides being able to test

of the various products. The

products and experiment with

décor is physically feminine:

services. While the dominant

Shelves have curved lines

color of the store, including

which, besides evoking the

the floor, is corporate red,

female body, transforms them

the make up area is white,

into a sort of stagearea, to

in order to provide a neutral

highlight the products and

background to the customers’

put them in direct contact
with customers. A specific
section is reserved for organic
and natural product lines,
whose presence in the range
has increasing. Among the
more interesting services is
Flash Make Up, which allows
customers in a hurry to be
quickly made up using highly
efficiency products that the
staff carry around their necks.
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RETAIL IS DETAIL
With the exception of the
makeup area, the floor is
made up of a continuous
red surface, in which small
reflective quartz fragments
create a glittering effect.
Among the brands, the

CONCLUSIONS

exclusive brand Rodial stands

The new retail store concept

out with a line of products

is part of a three-year launch

based on viper venom,

program that calls for the

which lend themselves

opening of 15-20 new stores

to a particularly effective

every year, for the next three

storytelling.

years.

Key points of innovation
Staff as beauty consultants
Friendly and attractive presentation
Notes on Retail Mix
Assortment: Make-up, skin products, perfumes, natural lines
Exclusive brands. Rodial, Gatte Fosse, Smashbox, Greenland, Maison Bio
Prices: average
Services: beauty consulting, flash make up, room for beauty treatments
Experience: makeup artists events, cocktail parties

R etail I nnovations 7
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Tutto Coop
solo Food
Quick but high-quality shopping, at reasonable prices and with the
guarantee of the Coop brand, with a choice of no less than 1,000 SKUs,
with rich, informative point of sale in order to communicate the values
and mission of the brand

Centrale Adriatica has decided
to meet this challenge
through a format entirely
dedicated to its own-brand
products, a novelty in the
Italian market where the
quota of own brand is around
14%, significantly below the
European average.
The store is located in the
‘Centro Torri’ mall in Parma,
where there is also a Ipercoop
department store with which

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

the Coop store collaborates

Getting closer to current and

on its organizational aspects

potential customers and

and has an agreement to

having a well-known and

keep prices aligned.

trusted brand is a challenge
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that every major retailer

THE CONCEPT

must face, the more so in

Occupying a floor space of

a period of economic crisis.

about 200 m2, the ‘Tutto

Following a proposal from

Coop Solo Food’ store offers

the national Coop Italia, Coop

exclusively Coop branded

Consumatori Nordest, one

food products, with an

of the three cooperatives of

assortment that covers

Key data
Format: Exclusively own-brand Store
Opening: 2010
1 store
200 m2: floor space
1 million €: first year revenue
65% sold to Coop members
1,000 Coop branded SKUs
10.5€: average purchase by members
7€: average purchase by non-members

everything necessary for

which takes up 4 meters

quick high-quality shopping.

of shelving with its grocery

The assortment includes

products alone. All other

more than 1,000 products

six lines of Coop products

with a focus on best-sellers,

are present in the store:

including fresh and general

Crescendo for baby products;

groceries, meat, frozen food,

Club 4-10 for children

drinks, baby and children’s

aged 4 to 10; Vivi verde,

products. The various Coop

for ecologically sustainable

product lines are included

food products; Solidal, for

with the exception of the

fair trade food products,

budget brand, to emphasise

purchased directly from

the quality of the positioning.

local farmers in developing

This strategy is reinforced by

countries; Bene sì, a health

the presence of ready-made

food product line and Senza

food, cooked and packaged

glutine for people allergic

in the nearby Ipercoop and

to gluten. The layout of the

by the focus on the Fior Fiore

store is carefully planned

line, Coop’s premium line,

and a lot of emphasis is
R etail I nnovations 7
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placed on communication,

alcoholic beverages, which

which combines information

are the only non-Coop

with education. Product

products in the store, offering

presentation is also

high-quality wine and beers

innovative. Electronic labels

from small breweries.

communicate not only the
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price but also information

RETAIL IS DETAIL

on production and matching

The characteristics and

products.

benefits of the various

The simple and linear layout

product lines are illustrated

of the store is organized by

by point of display panels

end use rather than product

and in some cases small ad

categories, so that different

hoc display racks are used to

products are associated

highlight the products. The

based on the type of use/

organisation of the check-out

consumption and cross

area, with two cash-registers,

purchases are stimulated.

is reminiscent of traditional

A special corner has been

Coop values, highlighting

created exclusively for

the relationship of the store

brand with its member-

CONCLUSIONS

customers. Promotions do not

The focus on quality also

offer discounts but instead

makes the store attractive

free trials of main stream

to non-Coop members: On

products. This promotional

average, Coop members

policy is to support the quality

spend 10.5 Euros and

positioning of the store’s

purchase around 6 SKUs,

brand.

while non-members spend
7 Euros and purchase 4
SKUs. The store is used not
only for quick shopping
errands but also for snacking.
Sales results are interesting,
especially in the category of
high-quality wines, but for
the time being the company
is not planning new
openings.

Key points of innovation
First exclusively own-brand food store in Italy
Products presented by end-use rather than by category
Notes on Retail Mix
Range: grocery and fresh products, including ready-made food – all branded Coop
with the exception of alcoholic beverages
Prices: average, similar to those of the nearby Ipercoop department store
Promotions: events and tastings, never discounted
Multi-channel: use of Facebook to launch the concept
R etail I nnovations 7
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WinCity

A sophisticated gaming hall where high-tech combines with a fun
atmosphere expressing the Italian DNA in a modern fashion. Offering a
fun, sophisticated and responsible experience capable, of attracting both
gaming lovers and new target customers

discourages potentially new
customers, like young people
and women, which in other
countries are instead often
habitual customers. Until
recently, Italy lacked modern
gambling halls, where
gambling and betting are
organized as a fun activity for
everyone. Following the new
wave of licenses issued by the
Italian government in 2009
and the introduction of VLTs,
the new generation of slot
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

machines, Sisal, a historical

The market for gambling

Italian brand in betting,

and betting in Italy is rapidly

has decided to establish a

expanding. However, the

chain of modern gaming

market offer on gambling –

halls. While its competitors

mini-casinos, slot-machine

have limited themselves to

halls, betting shops, are

including these new gambling

usually traditional and

products without trying to

unfriendly, bringing down

adapt to a new type of market

the image of the entire

demand, Sisal has taken a

sector. The negative image

different route.

Key data
Format: Gaming Hall
2010: first opening
Average surface of 800 m2 (650 to 1200 m2)
30 employees
150 VLT (new generation slot-machines)
Key data for Sisal
1946: established
Main products: Win for Life, Superenalotto, Sivincetutto
4 Wincity gambling halls
160 Matchpoint

THE CONCEPT

The strapline of the store

WinCity is an innovative

brand, ‘Eat, Drink & Play,’

gaming hall concept for Italy

points to the hybrid nature

and for Europe in general.

of Wincity, which offers a full

The challenge was that of

range of entertainment to its

integrating the technologically

customers, with a food offer

advanced and aesthetically

adapted according to the

kitsch world of VLTs with a

time of day and an appeal

gaming atmosphere that

ensured by good value.

would express the Italian

The food offer is conceived

DNA in a modern fashion.

as a marketing lever that

Organisers opted for a

justifies the mainstream

friendly and reassuring

positioning and stimulates

environment, with high

footfall. The importance of

service standards, guaranteed

food as a socializing factor

by a carefully selected and

is highlighted by the central

trained staff.

position assigned to it in
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the layout. The food area

to the ‘Gioca il giusto’

is integrated with the area

(gamble the right amount)

dedicated to betting and

campaign, the company has

watching sport events, which

installed a number of totems

also serves as an area where

in the halls, where customers

various events are hosted.

can take a simple test to

The layout of the hall has

discover whether they are

been created by the Retail

dependent on gambling and

Design studio to perform

the address of specialised

all these functions and the

centers that can help them.

result is very efficient and
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fluid. The arrangement of

RETAIL IS DETAIL

the VLT machines creates an

Sisal opened its flagship in

easy and open flow of visitors

Milan in an exclusive location:

stimulating the possibility of

Palazzo Martini designed

engaging in multiple activities.

by architect Luigi Mattioni.

Sisal has also understood the

The design of the Retail

importance of encouraging

Design studio has restored

customers to play and gamble

the original lay-out of the

responsibly. Besides adhering

interiors, emphasizing the

large internal skylight which

CONCLUSIONS

provides light to the center

The success of the first opening in Milan, has paved

of the gambling hall. In this

the way to the following four (Rome, Turin, Brescia,

fashion, VLT slot-machines

Pescara) and the plan is to open a gambling hall in

are truly presented in ‘a new

every major Italian town.

light.’

Key points of innovation
Gambling and betting integrated with food and socialising
Italian approach to gaming
Notes on Retail Mix
Friendly layout
Food: excellent quality/price ratio
Staff: well-trained and customer-focused
Services: quick-eating area, wardrobe, wifi, tablet computers for customers
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Lisboa

  Continente Ice
A new brand emerges into an unexplored market. Aimed at a
personalized service and a refreshing store environment which includes a
tasting area, Continente Ice offers the best in the world of frozen products

and easy meals, without
having to sacrifice quality
or taste. The Sonae group,
a leader in the Portuguese
market, has launched a chain
of specialized frozen food
stores. A concept that, thanks
to its innovative approach, is
poised to gain a consistent
quota of a rapidly expanding
market which, in Portugal, is
presently estimated at 500
million euros.

THE CONCEPT
The first Continente Ice store
opened in September 2010 in
Lisboa, in Campo de Ourique,
an historical neighbourhood
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

and one of the more densely

Busy lifestyles are making

populated areas of the

customers increasingly

capital. With its 200 square

interested in more efficient

metres, the concept focuses

shopping processes. In terms

on quick, practical but tasty

of nutrition, they want fast

everyday meals, integrating

Key data
Format: frozen food convenience store
Opened: 2010
Stores: 2 (Lisboa and Porto)
190 m2 average surface
800 SKUs 40% fresh frozen food; 60% food for direct
consumption
5 employees per store
the concept of convenience

more dynamic segments

store with a specialization

like ready meals, sweets and

in frozen food. It offers a

ice-cream. Every month new

very stimulating and cross-

offers are present, aimed at

functional positioning,

facilitating the preparation

capable of attracting different

of everyday meals and

socio-economic and socio-

stimulating new purchases.

cultural targets.

The assortment focuses

The assortment includes

especially on products for

more than 800 SKUs and

immediate consumption,

many different lines, including

especially lines of ready

ready meals, sweets, snacks,

meals, including some

groceries, fruit, meat, bread

gourmet lines, as well as

and fish. The product range

snacks and desserts, which

is consistent with the store’s

represent 60% of SKUs,

positioning, combining

while 40% is the quota

quality, accessible price,

of fresh product lines.

innovation and efficiency. The

The layout of the store is

assortment always includes

dynamic and modern with

novelties, especially in the

clearly defined zones and
R etail I nnovations 7
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displays helping customers

for purchases above 50

understand product purpose

euros, though limited to

and value while optimising

the neighbourhood) and

category locations in order to

the possibility of ordering

increase ease of purchasing.

products that aren’t

For the same reasons, the

immediately available.

company focuses particularly
on services these include:

RETAIL IS DETAIL

a tasting and internal

For an eco-sustainable home

consumption area with

delivery, Continent Ice offers

microwave ovens, tables and

bicycles with coolers, which

seats which allows customers

are parked right in front

to consume products on site.

of the store to attract the

Continente Ice stores also

curiosity of passer-bys and

offer personalised services,

communicate the store’s

including pre-ordering

environmentally friendly

(Click and Collect), home

policy.

deliveries (which are free
78
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CONCLUSIONS
The two stores opened in Lisboa and Porto have enjoyed a good
degree of success and Sonae is planning to open 10 more stores by
the end of 2011.

Key points of innovation
Wide range of frozen food products
Convenience services: in-store consumption, reservations, home delivery
Notes on Retail Mix
Personalized and experimental shopping experience
Neighbourhood store
Cross-appeal to wide customer target
Positioning values: quality, practicality and flavour
Clean, modern and light store layout
Assortment: ready meals, dessert, ice-cream, groceries, fruit, meat, fish, bread
Prices: average
Location: proximity based on convenience
Services: reservations, eco-sustainable home delivery using bicycles with coolers
Experience: in-store consumption
R etail I nnovations 7
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   Happy Pills
Candy and other sweets as ‘happiness pills’ to combat everyday ups and
downs: an affordable luxury concept delivered with irony that repositions
the candy category to attract an adult target

pursue a repositioning strategy
it is necessary to completely
rethink all the assets of the
marketing mix, and especially
those of retail. Happy Pills,
a specialized chain targeted
at adults and tourists, has
done precisely that, choosing
a central location – mostly
frequented by adults – and,

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

more importantly, they have

In the mature phase of a

created a carefully planned

product lifecycle, certain

retail experience.

categories risk remaining
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confined to a specific target

THE CONCEPT

audience, even if they have

Happy Pills are offered as an

the potential to reach other

antidote against stress and

targets and become even

life’s little disappointments.

more successful. Sweets,

The brand communicates

for example, are still very

its mission in ‘adult’ terms.

much targeted at very young

For example, pills are not

customers, although many

only for ‘bad days’ but also

adults still have a positive

for those moments when

interest in them. However, to

one feels the nostalgia for

Key data
Format: concept candy store for adults
2005: opening
30-50 m2
6 stores + online
25 employees

a more adventurous sexual

An entertaining trait of the

life! The brand has therefore

store is the fact that sweets

created a premium position

are labeled according to the

in a category that is often

type of ‘ailment’ they are

classified as a commodity. This

meant to cure. Customers can

has been achieved through

then choose the right label

the quality of the products,

for their ‘ailment’ and stick it

sophisticated design and

in the packet, a dynamic that

packaging, and an approach

creates a strong emotional

that makes products and

bond with the product.

stores particularly enticing,

The store’s design is very

offering customers an

different from the hyper-

affordable luxury experience

colored and often kitsch

experience and guilt-free self-

look of traditional candy

gratification.

stores. It is minimalist and

The purchasing process is very

very sophisticated. To obtain

simple but also very creative.

this effect a lot of care has

Each customer is given a

gone into the planning of

‘happiness jar’ to fill with

the details, from colors to

whatever he or she desires.

materials to lights.
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RETAIL IS DETAIL

reinforced. Some packaging

The packaging and display of

is presented as weekly pill-

the sweets are very original.

boxes, to remind customers

They are made of transparent

of the importance of taking

material that allow products

care of oneself every day.

to ‘speak’ for themselves.

The lamps that decorate

Thanks also to the pervasive

the ceilings use the same

use of cross symbols to evoke

containers as the sweets and

a pharmacy, the symbology

are designed by Alfonso de la

of sweets as curative pills is

Fuente, of the Pichiglas study.

CONCLUSIONS
After the first three openings, the success of the brand
-the first creator of this concept (although there are
some sweets store that they try to copy them)- led
to three more openings, in locations frequented by
a great number of tourists, who find the concept
particularly attractive and often include a ‘sweet jar’
among the souvenirs of their trip.

Key points of innovation
Reinventing retail experience for a target that is unusual for the category
Highly personalized purchasing process
Notes on Retail Mix
Range: candy and sweets
Packaging: jars, weekly pill dispenser, emergency kit, theme packets
Services: company gifts, personalization and events
Sophisticated visual merchandising with attention for details
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S weden  -

Stockholm

   H&M Home  
Replacing shopping carts with trays full of magnets to make buying more
fun, convenient and efficient: this is how H&M transfers to the home
sector its competence on products and shopping

years ago, to target a more
mature and upmarket
audience, last year the H&M
group launched a Home
format, entering a market
segment already occupied by
Zara and Zara Home. Initially
H&M Homewas available only
online, but more recently a
few stores have been opened.
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

To differentiate itself, H&M

H&M is a Swedish fast fashion

has injected novelty to the

brand that has expanded

shopping process, drawing

enormously, with currently

inspiration from a world very

more than 2,300 stores in

close to its feminine targets:

41 countries. A brand this

the internet. The aim is to

popular creates an interesting

emphasize the aesthetics of

opportunity to extend into

the products and make the

other product categories.

purchasing process more

Having created Cos a few

efficient and convenient.

Key data
Format: specialized in home products
2009: first opening
6 stores
70 m2 of average surface
H&M key data
2,300 stores
41 Countries
87,000 employees
14 billion €: 2010 revenue
3 store brands H&M, Cos, H&M Home + online sales

THE CONCEPT

designs, constantly updated

H&M prides itself on

with seasonal themes in

combining good product

order to transfer the concept

quality and low prices, in line

of fashion also to these

with those of competitors

categories. The H&M brand is

like Zara Home and IKEA. To

a guarantee of the quality and

guarantee product quality and

stylishness of its products.

protect the reputation of the

The innovative idea

brand, H&M postponed the

behind H&M Home is both

launch of H&M Home for a

simple and, to an extent,

year when it realised that the

revolutionary: at the entrance

range was not up to H&M

customers are given a small

standards.

metal tray, shaped like a

The assortment includes a

house, that functions as a

vast selection of textiles and

virtual shopping cart. Next

home accessories, with an

to each product, customers

ample choice of colors and

find small magnets with the
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image and price, which they

Retail is Detail:

can place on their tray. When

Drawing inspiration from

finished shopping they give

online purchasing processes,

the tray to the staff, which

H&M Home allows customers

collects the product from

to ‘navigate’ a space. The

storage.

store becomes something of

The process is fun and avoids

a showroom. It is no longer

the problem of walking

necessary to stock products in

around with a cart full of

the sales area. Displays and

products. This encourages

visual merchandising can be

customers to make more

used to create more attractive

purchases and allows owners

and emotionally involving

to save money by offering the

environments.

same quantity of products

By arranging the magnets

with smaller sales areas.

on the tray customers are
stimulated to create their own
personal patchwork and this
in turn favors impulse buys.
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CONCLUSIONS
H&M Home has invented a
process that integrates the
online shopping experience
with that in a physical
store, attracting especially
the more upbeat and
educated feminine targets.
After the initial launch in
Stockholm and the openings
in Helsinki, Copenhagen,
London, Amsterdam and
Frankfurt, the company
is aiming to continue to
develop its network, with a
further diversification of its
assortment and a greater
integration with online sales.

Key points of innovation
Fun, efficient and convenient purchasing process, based on magnets and metal tray
Notes on Retail Mix
Assortment: textiles, home, accessories
Prices: average
Multi-channel: integrated with online sales (2%)
Experience: convenient and efficient thanks to tray and magnets
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S wit z erland  –

Zurich

   Im Viadukt  
The city is changing. A beautiful 100 year old stone railway viaduct is
transformed from a barrier between neighbourhoods into a junction
area offering shopping and other services to residents, who have been
involved in the initial planning

the viaduct and converting it
into a junction area between
the two neighbourhoods:
the result was the Im Viaduct
project, funded by the Swiss
railways, the Schweizerische
Bundesbahnen SBB and
carried out by PWG.

THE CONCEPT
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

When the railway viaduct

In Zurich there was a beautiful

was built, over 100 years ago,

railway viaduct that divided

people were already using

a residential area from what

the spaces under the arches

used to be an industrial area

for various activities: artisans,

but has, in more recent years,

initially, then later followed by

changed significantly. The

small shops. When in 2003

industrial spaces have been

the viaduct was restructured,

reconverted and modernized

these activities were moved

and, as is often the case,

elsewhere, and a new use for

the nightlife has flourished

the structure was planned.

turning the area into a

Residents were involved in the

very lively neighbourhood.

planning and a competition

This change suggested an

for the best project was

opportunity for restructuring

organized.

Key data
Format: urban micro mall
Opened: 2010
9,000 m2
Stores: 57
Services: 3 restaurants / coffeeshops, 1 dance school, 3
offices, 1 ‘business incubator’, 2 centres for children and
teenagers

The winning project calls for

them autonomously, while

the establishment of small

others chose one of the

shops, bars and pubs under

several proposals presented

the arches of the viaduct,

by the architectural studio

through the creation of an

responsible for the project.

original mini urban mall,

There was a lot of interest in

500 meters long but only

the area by shop-owners in

16 meters wide on average.

general, but PWG was well-

Direct, simple and minimal:

aware that the right retail mix

these were the key concepts

is essential to the success of

of the project. The store fronts

a location. For this reason, in

are of the same style and

view of the positioning of Im

integrate harmoniously with

Viadukt, PWG wanted creative

the spectacular arches of the

and original enterprises, such

viaduct.

as high quality grocerystores,
fashion stores, independent

The two-story shops all have

furniture stores, a goldsmith

the same structure. As for

and an art gallery. Reasonable

the internal spaces; some

rents made it possible for

shop-owners organized

young, emerging businesses
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to open a shop. The business

for children and teenagers,

areas are well integrated

one managed by the town

with other areas reserved

and one by the parish.

for offices and specialist

The socially responsible

services, such as interior and

orientation of the centre is

lighting design studios and

reinforced by the presence

a centre that functions as an

of a restaurant that hires

incubator for new businesses.

unemployed and marginalized

Im Viadukt has thus created

people to help fully reintegrate

an area characterised by

them into society. Im Viadukt

great variety and personality,

can be easily reached with

capable of attracting a mixture

public transport and therefore

of consumers to the many

parking spaces are deliberately

different businesses.

limited to prevent the risk of
increasing traffic, one of the

The part of Im Viadukt
adjacent to a well-frequented
park has been reserved
for activities that improve
the quality of life in the
neighbourhood, including a
dance school and two centres
90
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fears of local residents.

Retail is Detail:
The centre of Im Viadukt is the
covered market, where about
20 farmers and grocerystores
sell their products. This is
the only permanent covered
market in Zurich and is
located in the place where
two viaducts converge,
forming a triangle. Under the
arches of both viaducts there

CONCLUSIONS

are permanent shops, while

Im Viadukt has revamped

the central area is occupied

the area integrating

by permanent and temporary

neighbourhoods that were

market stalls. To ensure an

once physically very separate.

adequate turnover of the

The success of the project

retail mix, only certain stalls

suggests that shared planning

have been given long-term

actually works and benefits

contracts.

all participants: developers,
business people and citizens
alike.

Key points of innovation
Commercial project integrated in an unusual location (viaduct)
Planning shared with local residents
Notes on Retail Mix
Retail mix: business activities, restaurants, services for citizens, offices, studios
Type of mix: mostly new, creative and innovative businesses
Categories of the mix: delicatessen, clothes and accessories stores, sports stores,
furniture and design stores, jewelry stores
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USA

  Disney
		 Imagination Center
The new Disney Store design is highly interactive and immersive, aiming
to deliver “the best 30 minutes of a child’s day”. Multimedia technology
and entertainment makes for a customizable, memorable experience

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
In the present economic
climate, it is increasingly
important for retailers to
find a way to set them apart
from the competition. The
sector of experiential retailing
is becoming progressively
more crowded, particularly
in the children’s market,
where there is now a strong
competition to attract dwell
time and family spend. In
2010, Disney, already offering
multichannel and multimedia
formats, upped the ante with
Giving every child ‘the

its Imagination Center, which,

best 30 minutes of their

according to the Walt Disney

day’: Disney’s Imagination

Company, will revolutionize

Centers offer an experience

its 350 stores worldwide.

that involves children in the
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world of animations and

THE CONCEPT

favourite characters, thanks

The goal of the Imagination

to multimedia technology that

Center is to create a shopping

fills the store.

experience capable of

Key data
Format: Brand Store
2010: first opening of new concept
20 stores based on the Disney Imagination store new
concept
450 m2: average area
Disney Chain
355 stores: 200 USA. 48 Japan, 107 Europe
transforming the store into a

show movies, leads visitors

magical place. Steve Jobs, the

through the areas dedicated

legendary founder of Apple

to the various themes,

and former member of the

activities and products, called

Disney board of directors,

‘Storytelling Neighborhoods.’

gave initial input to the

The store design incorporates

project. Through interactive,

a skyline decorating the

involving and fun activities,

entire perimeter, featuring

the stores recreate the ‘magic’

the houses of the most

of Disney theme parks from

famous Disney characters,

the very first moment, when

which lights up and changes

customers are welcomed by a

color as the day goes by.

member of the Disney team.

Citations from Disney

The goal is to make each

characters appear on displays

experience personal and

throughout the store.

unique. In all areas of

Disney theaters are located

the store, customers find

in the center at the end of

characters and situations out

the store or on the bottom

of Disney films. The Pixie Dust

floor in two-storey stores,

Trail, a path marked by ‘magic

and are the heart of the

powder’ and bordered by

interactive experience. A

trees that change color and

touch panel allows customers
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to choose what to watch from

updated on novelties and

a constantly updated Disney

new in-store events.

catalog. The theater functions
also as a stage for special
events.

RETAIL IS DETAIL
The execution of the concept
is thoroughly consistent.
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To facilitate purchasing,

All team employees wear

the ‘Magic Key totem’

badges with their name and

helps customers quickly

the image of their favorite

find products, while

Disney character. The Princess

another touch screen

area, one of the Storytelling

is directly connected

neighborhoods, has a castle

to www.DisneyStore.

with a magic mirror where

com, where, besides

children wave a magic wand

the online store,

with an integrated RFID

customers find news,

chip, one of the Disney

articles and feeds from

Princess accessories, and

social media. The store

the corresponding princess

stays in contact with

appears in the mirror and says

customers beyond the

hi, much to the delight of the

store, as Twitter and

children. The flagship store in

Facebook keep them

Times Square includes the

CARS neighborhood where
customers can create a
personalized car by selecting
from various styles and
accessories, a business model
already experimented by
Ridemakerz, who is Disney’s
partner in the Times Square
store.

CONCLUSIONS
The new format works
well: By the end of 2011,

America and eight countries, including a 2,000 m2

the Disney Store will have

flagship in Times Square, New York. The aim is that

60 new concept stores in

all US/Canada Disney Stores will be renovated into

16 major cities in North

"Imagination" format within 5 years or less.

Key points of innovation
Store consistent with the Disney experience
Integration of new technologies and social media
Notes on Retail Mix
Price: wide range of prices
Assortment: clothes, toys, videogames, home accessories, CDs and DVDs,
accessories and merchandising, collection items
Staff: professional, lively and friendly
Layout: themes organized in to ‘neighborhoods’
Experience: events; theater with constantly renewed offer; RFID interactive
accessories
Multi-channel: shop integrated with website and online sales
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  Marbles:  
			 The Brain Store
With the slogan, “Play your way to a healthier brain,” Marbles: The Brain
Store’s niche is brain fitness products. Marbles is a one-of-a-kind retail
and webstore with an exciting array of products that exercise, stimulate
and strengthen the brain

Identifying a gap in the
marketplace, the Marbles
team hatched the idea for
a one-stop brain training
products shop. The store
has been a success and has
since grown to seventeen
retail stores in the Midwest
and Northeast, as well as a
webstore.

THE CONCEPT
For this category of products,
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MARKET OPPORTUNITY

a dedicated retail area is

The ‘brain fitness’ market is

the ideal environment for

expanding rapidly: market

providing customers with an

analysts predict that it will

experience that facilitates

reach $5 billion in 2015,

purchasing and customer

increasing by a factor of 20

loyalty. Visitors to the store

in 6 years. Customers are of

can experiment with the

all ages, from sixty years olds

various games in a friendly

who want to stay mentally

and interactive environment.

fit to families looking for

Customers can try out

fun and educational ways of

all products in a friendly,

entertaining their children.

interactive environment,

Key data
2008: first opening
17 stores
100 m2: average surface
250 SKUs
4 average annual rotations

with an expert sales team,

products are all unique and of

called “Brain Coaches”,

high quality. Before including

readily available for product

a product in their assortment,

recommendations and

an internal Marbles team

helpful assistance. The

accurately evaluates its

number of Coaches in the

quality and effectiveness.

store can vary from one to

The company has also

eight, depending on the

launched a line of private

time of day and year. The

brand copyrighted products.

interaction with customers

The assortment includes

extends beyond the confines

puzzles, didactic games,

of the store through the use

books, and mental fitness

of social networking and viral

software. Ad hoc courses

marketing. Marbles also has a

and specific products are

dedicated blog, Facebook and

offered for senior customers.

Twitter accounts, newsletters

Products are organized and

and an RSS feed.

classified according to the

Marbles has about 250

type of mental competence

SKUs. This may seem limited

that is activated, following an

compared to the average

in-store logic that is reflected

assortment of a normal

in the organization of the

specialty store, but Marbles

website. The approach is
R etail I nnovations 7
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playful and communicated

RETAIL IS DETAIL

with irony, using puns and

On the shelves, customers

wordplays, to impart a

find simple cards that

light touch to what could

describe the products and

otherwise risk being classified

indicate the type of mental

as a ‘nerds only’ product

activities they stimulate. Every

category. Marbles gives back

month, the store organizes

to the community through

seminars and workshops in

donations and a portion of

collaboration with its Brain

shopping event proceeds are

Coaches, which are free,

given to charity.

just like the personalized
30 minute sessions or the
in-store game nights. Game
nights outside the store or
collective lessons can also be
organized for a fee.
A vast assortment of gift
sets help customers make
decisions on what to
purchase, who often come to
the store in search of a gift,
simplifying decisions for the
gift-giving customer.
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CONCLUSIONS
The long-term strategy of
Marbles is that of becoming
the authoritative leader in the
mental fitness market. The
group, which has recently
received 5.5 million dollar
financing from private funds,
predicts it will have more
than 30 stores by the end of
2012, expanding nationwide.

Key points of innovation
Experiential and fun store with expert staff
In-store communication that guides and facilitates choices
Notes on Retail Mix
High value added services and competitive prices. Range: $ 10 - $ 400
Assortment: 250 products; growing array of private brand products
Services: free in-store seminars and workshops; external events for a fee
Professional and enthusiastic staff
Display: organized according to the mental skills activated by the products
Promotions for Rewards Program: $ 200 purchase - $ 20 gift card
R etail I nnovations 7
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  Microsoft
Experience Center
The world leader in software enters the direct retail market: active
involvement with visitors, professional service, reassurance for
inexperienced customers, personalized services and fun are the recipe of
the Microsoft Experience Center

software, thanks to a series of
strategic alliances, is increasing
its market quota in the tablet
and smartphone segment. The
company decided to create
a direct channel to retail its
products and communicate
with customers, including
the less experienced ones
who may have difficulty
following the rapidly changing
new technologies. In 2009,
Microsoft’s Retail Experience

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

Center was born.

The tablet market is booming
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and racing to meet customer

THE CONCEPT

demand. Tablet sales are

The first Retail Experience

estimated to reach 50 million

Center opened in Arizona,

in 2011, an increase of 200%

on October 22, 2009, the

year over year. The forecast

same day Windows 7 was

for notebook PCs in 2011

launched. The strong point

is expected to reach over

of the concept is its highly

113 million; a 5.2% increase

qualified and specialized staff.

from 2010. Microsoft, the

The Technical Advisors answer

undisputed leader in PC

questions and solve possible

Key data
Format: concept store
Average surface 600 m2 (350 to 800 m2)
2009: first opening
14 stores

problems while the Specialists

the benefits of the Signature

have more of an educational

additional service. Signature

function, helping customers

involves customizing the

get the most out of their

computer to the purchaser's

software.

needs. Requested software

The stores offer courses, in

is removed to save the time

which customers learn about

needed to configure the

Microsoft products, and

computer at home.

personal shopping services.

Technical Advisors optimize

Customers can also reserve a

the PC for “superior reliability

15 minute consulting session

and lightning-fast speed” that

with a Microsoft technical

many customers crave. The

advisor. An Answer Bar is

store sells both products and

also available where people

services: products include

can ask about Windows,

computers, tablets, smart

Office or any other Microsoft

phones, desktops, netbooks

product and all customers

and other technologies

can ask for a free diagnosis

that make use of Microsoft

on any Windows-based PC,

software, and accessories.

independently of where they

Services include installation

have purchased it, though the

and training, maintenance and

ones bought in the store enjoy

repair, updates and insurance.
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The open layout and the

based on primary colors, and

various displays stimulate

are always lively and informal,

customers to interact with the

in line with the traditional

products found in the store.

Microsoft style. They often

Most computers are placed on

greet clients with a ‘high

high tables while at the back

five’ and dance a few steps

of the store there is a space

to the tunes played in the

for courses and events. A

store. There are no traditional

particularly attractive section is

cash-registers: employees

the one dedicated to Microsoft

use portable selling devices

Surfaces interactive tables and

based on Microsoft software

Xbox 360 consoles.

to register transactions from
any location in the store.

Retail is Detail:

Microsoft Stores are also

The openings of new stores

active in the community,

have become exciting events

offering guided tours of the

thanks to the presence of stars

store to schools and groups,

like Miley Cyrus and Selena

courses in collaboration with

Gomez, who have done mini-

senior centers or schools, and

concerts in Microsoft Stores.

scholarships.

Employees wear a uniform
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of the 14 stores
opened so far are satisfactory
and the company has stated
that it intends to develop a
world-wide 300 store chain
to match the size of the Apple
network, the undisputed
benchmark of this market
sector.

Key points of innovation
Experiential purchasing process: reassuring and involved
Many free value added services
Notes on Retail Mix
Prices: value added services included in the price
Assortment: all products use Microsoft software Desktop. Computers, smart
phones, tablets, netbooks, Xbox 360 consoles, and various accessories. Other
products are seminars and workshops; training programs for groups, including
senior centers and schools
Staff: professional and specialized (Technical Advisors and Training-Specialists)
Layout: four areas based on various types of technological experiences and space
for courses and events
Services: installation, training, maintenance, repair, updating, insurance
Multi-channel approach integrated with website

R etail I nnovations 7
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Craftsman
			 Experience

A stimulating and fun experiential showroom that attracts many DIY fans,
allowing Craftsman to modernize its image and also attract younger
targets, in a floor space where all activities are connected live to all main
social media

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
Due to the side-effects of the
recession, in the US, the DIY
market is again on the rise.
Born in 1927 and part of the
Sears group, Craftsman is one
of the brands most trusted
by carpenters, mechanics,
professional and amateur
gardeners, and by DIY fans
at all levels, beginners to an
advanced level. To capitalize
on the expanding market and
the rapid evolution in the
expectations of consumers,
the group has launched
‘Craftsman Experience,’ an
entirely new retail concept,
aiming to attract also the
younger segments of the
market.
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Key data
Format: DIY experiential showroom
2010: opening
750 m2
Open 4 days a week: Thur-Fri 5 p.m.–9 p.m.;
Sat-Sun 12 a.m-8 p.m.
Owned by Sears Holdings Corporation

THE CONCEPT

night there are special

Opened in Chicago in 2010,

events, workshops, product

Craftsman Experience is

presentations, and various

the first and only retail

forms of entertainment, like

concept selling exclusively

touchscreens that allow you

own brand Craftsman tools

to discover the history and

and equipment. Conceived

evolution of tools through

both for in-store and online

films and interactive media.

customers, Craftsman

Products in the showroom

combines the characteristics

cannot be purchased, but

of a showroom with that of a

after having tried them,

film studio connected to the

customers can order them

web and social media.

immediately using the

The showroom does away

internet access points in the

with traditional approaches:

store.

it is open only from
Thursday to Sunday (Thu-Fri

“Innovation Station”.

5 p.m. to 9 p.m., Sat-Sun

The showroom extends

12 p.m. to 8 p.m). Every

beyond its physical confines,
R etail I nnovations 7
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serving as a multichannel-

RETAIL IS DETAIL

oriented integrated space.

One aspect that helped the

Being aware of the growing

showroom become rapidly

importance of internet for

popular, to the point of

reaching new customer

making it a must for tourists

targets and ensuring the

in Chicago, are the various

loyalty of traditional

games associated with the

ones, Craftsman

products, like the competition

Experience has

for who changes a tire fastest

focused with

or the hammer competition.

increasing success on

The ‘AutoHammer Challenge’

an intensive use of

is an entertaining competition

social media. In-store

that allows customers to

events are streamed

appreciate the quality of

live on its Facebook

Craftsman products while

page, on internet

watching a fun and exciting

radio and Youtube.

competition and it also

Internet users can

celebrates the more talented

also follow new

customers, whose names

initiatives through

are added to the ‘wall of

the blog of Craftsman

fame’. Live demonstrations

Experience and

and workshops include

through Twitter.

activities aimed at a younger

customer segment, which
is a particular focus for
Craftsman. For example,
one of the most successful
workshops is the one that
teaches customers how to
build a special picnic table,
with a large hole in the
centre for beer kegs.

CONCLUSIONS
Results have exceeded the

and friendly image. Events

on Facebook and more

expectations of the company.

are attended on average by

than 200,000 views of

The showroom has had

30-40 people with peaks

the live streaming videos

a lot of media exposure,

of 300 for special events.

for the demonstration

improving the visibility of the

Internet numbers are also

events.

Brand, and more importantly

high considering the type of

giving it a more modern

activity: almost 700,000 fans

Key points of innovation
Complete experiential and entertainment showroom
Expert multi-channel integration to attract the younger market segments
Notes on Retail Mix
Opportunity for customers to try products, sold only through the web
(accessible also from the showroom)
Five corner layout: carpentry, automotive, gardening, garage set-up and innovation
area
Everyday events: practical demonstrations and workshops
Multi-channel: live streaming of the events on the web; web radio, Youtube, blog,
Facebook, Twitter
R etail I nnovations 7
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   Naked Wines.com
Passionate ‘Angels’ that finance small winemakers: this is how Naked
Wines is able to offer little-known high-quality wines at low prices. Online
sales via direct relations with producers and tasting visits to wineries
reinforce the commitment of members

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

THE CONCEPT

The United Kingdom is

Naked Wines was founded in

one of the world’s greatest

2008 by a group of 17 wine

wine importers, with a wide

lovers, some of whom were

range of customers who

already dealing in wine. The

are interested in improving

idea was to offer customers

their knowledge of wines. In

a buying and consuming

light of the expanding wine

experience very different from

market and the tendency of

the traditional one, which

the UK consumer to purchase

usually entails shopping for

online, there is an obvious

wines in supermarkets. The

opportunity for bringing

offer of lesser known but

together good wine, the

better quality wines at lower

internet and a community

prices has rapidly attracted

of wine lovers. Naked Wines

a great deal of interest.

has exploited this opportunity

A growing inner circle of

rapidly and with growing

c.70,000 ‘Naked Wine Angels’

success.

have signed up to a scheme
whereby they deposit £20
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Key data
Format: community E-tailer
2008: launch
10 countries in which wine is produced
150 product lines
35 employees
100% annual growth since launch
>10 million pounds: 2010 revenue
>150,000 registered customers (50,000 are ‘Angels’)
1 million pounds: funds collected monthly from
customers
a month by direct debit as

exclusive distribution rights.

part of a symbiotic, win-

All customers are guaranteed

win relationship, referred to

next day delivery, thanks to

as a ‘virtuous circle’ by the

a very efficient distribution

founders. The benefits include

system, and are guaranteed a

an opportunity to enjoy high

full refund if not satisfied.

quality wines, exclusive to
Naked Wines, at preferential

This policy has helped Naked

prices (up to 65% less). This

Wines become the first online

is supported by the promise

marketplace for independent

of next day delivery, 33% cash

winemakers creating a model

back on all orders and a full

of direct sales which avoids,

money back guarantee, if not

inefficient and expensive

entirely satisfied. The central

distribution channels, so

innovation of the concept

helping small lesser-known

is that customers invest in

but high quality winemakers

the wines before they are

who would traditionally have

produced, financing small

had difficulty entering the

winemakers in exchange for

UK market. The visibility and
R etail I nnovations 7
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success of the brand received

on wines, and offer

a great boost in 2009, when

suggestions on the website

food-expert and celebrity chef

forum. They can also create

Jamie Oliver chose Naked

a personal profile and find

Wines as his official partner.

new friends with which to
share ideas and experiences,

Accessing the Naked Wine

like tastings in the wineries of

website home page, one

Naked Wines’ producers..

is immediately struck by its
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innovative way of relating to

Retail is Detail

customers: rather than simply

Each wine has a brief

offering a choice of good

description illustrating its

quality wine at a good price,

qualities and reporting the

the website strives to involve

average score from customer

people in the philosophy of

feedback.

the project.

Wine and champagne can

Customers are encouraged to

be purchased in cases or

actively participate in various

as individual bottles. The

forms: they can communicate

company also offers ready-

with winemakers, comment

made cases that group wines

based on best-selling themes

pricing policies resembling

CONCLUSIONS

like Medal Winners Mixed

that of airline companies have

This business model

Case or Jamie’s Autumn

been introduced: customers

has truly created a very

Picks but also intriguing

who are willing to buy wines

successful win-win

and mysterious ones like

in advance benefit from

dynamic. The founders

Deliciously Decadent.

significant savings.

have studied concepts

Since March 2010, dynamic

and practices from other
markets and successfully
applied them to the
wine market. Naked
Wines currently has more
than 150,000 registered
customers, c.70,000
of which are ‘Angels.’
Revenue in 2010 was

Key points of innovation
Virtuous cycle of production / distribution
Online
Small winemakers
Quality
Low prices
Wine lovers finance the project

£10 million. Currently
the assortment is being
expanded to include
cider and whisky based
on the same marketing
practices.

Notes on Retail Mix
Assortment: wine and champagne, 150 lines from 10 countries
Prices: excellent price-quality ratio, discounts for ‘Angels’ and those who purchase
in advance
Services: product description with average scores from customer feedback, oneday delivery; full refund if not satisfied
Community: personal profile and stimulating contacts
Experience: direct contact with winemakers; relationshipd with the wine-producing
community; guided visits with tastings
R etail I nnovations 7
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   Rrrevolve.ch
Eco-sustainability with design and style : Rrrevolve offers a collection of
well sourced products online from all over the world which captivate
customers with their originality

THE CONCEPT
Launched in 2010 by
Sebastian Lanz, Rrrevolve is a
website that sells a full range
of eco-sustainable products.
The three Rs in Rrrevolve
stand for 'reduce, reuse,
recycle', which summarize
the website’s philosophy. The
company has defined five
eco-sustainable characteristics:

MARKET OPPORTUNITY

Organic products: use of

People from various

renewable resources; energy

social strata are becoming

efficiency; reusing/recycling;

increasingly interested in

Fair trade;

eco-sustainability. There is
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an audience of socially and

To be included in the

culturally advanced consumers

assortment a product

which support eco-

must have at least one of

sustainability and responsible

these five characteristics.

consumption but also wish to

The product assortment

combine that with a search for

allows customers to adopt

style and aesthetics. This is the

eco–sustainable shopping

target which Rrrevolve’s new

behaviour in many different

Swiss project is addressing.

categories. The collection

Key data
Format: eco e-tailer
2010: launch
500 SKUs
35 categories
60 suppliers

has no less than 35 product

Of the 500 products in

categories, including clothes,

the collection many are

accessories, cosmetics,

exclusive to Rrrevolve in

kitchenware, living room or

Switzerland.For example, the

office furniture. One of the

home accessories of Studio

best sellers is an innovative

Verissimo by Portuguese

coffee-machine that works

designers or the cardboard

without gas or electricity: the

furniture by Karton art. The

pressure necessary to obtain

collection is constantly being

an espresso is produced

added to but before a new

by mechanical human

product can be accepted, it

pressure. Naturally, innovative

must be personally tested

products like these need to

by the company owner

be illustrated in a detailed

Sebastian Lanz. Suppliers

and educational form: for this

are carefully selected with

reason, besides information

an eye also to the values

cards, there are videos that

they subscribe to: for many

illustrate the use of the

of them, there are videos

product.

illustrating their working
R etail I nnovations 7
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processes. Rrrevolve itself

Retail is Detail

adopts an eco-sustainable and

The five eco-sustainable

socially responsible policy,

characteristics the company

for example, by adopting as

has identified are represented

a working partner a company

through graphic symbols:

that employs people with

each product information

mental disabilities.

sheet bears, along with the
description, one or more

To communicate, Rrrevolve

symbols illustrating the eco-

uses various channels:

sustainable characteristics of

social media like Facebook

the product.

and Twitter; a blog, edited

Among the ‘energy efficient’

by the founder himself,

products, besides those using

with interesting pieces on

renewable energy such as

eco-sustainable projects,

solar or wind, there are others

research, events, and trade

that are powered directly by

and consumer fairs to engage

the person using it.

directly with their customers.

Recycled materials are of
various origin, including
industrial waste.
The blog describes innovative
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CONCLUSIONS
projects and products that the

Already in the first few months, the website has

public is often unaware of, like

received considerable attention from the media,

old train parts and materials

including other websites, newspapers and magazines,

used to make vacuum

and the number of visitors and orders is constantly

cleaners in India and an mp3

growing, suggesting that this market segment is

player powered by body heat.

expanding and, or neglected by traditional retailers.

Key points of innovation
Integration of eco-sustainability and design
‘Eco’ codes for products
Notes on Retail Mix
Collection: clothing, accessories, home and office products, kitchenware, products
based on renewable energies
Communication of products: 5 categories of environmental benefits for each
product
Prices: average for the market segment
Services: Videos illustrating the more innovative products and the suppliers’
working policies
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Business Innovation
International Cases

B usiness  I nnovation  -

PORTUGAL

  Amanhecer Jerónimo Martins
Revive and ensure the survival of small traditional stores: a new
networking and partnership model which connects independent food
stores, giving them the opportunity to partner up with a retail chain, adopt
a new brand name, modernise their look and benefit from support and
special tools to ensure success

important targets for the
Recheio format representing
50% of their revenues.
The group has therefore
decided to launch a project
aimed at supporting
the competitiveness of
independent stores using a
win-win logic, with a new
business model focused on
modernising their approach
and allowing them to benefit

MARKET OPPORTUNITY
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from economies of scale.

The Portuguese group

THE CONCEPT

Jerónimo Martins operates

The Jerónimo Martins’ aim

various formats and store

was to revive neighbourhood

brands, of which Recheio

shops, with the goal of

is the one used for cash &

improving loyalty among

carries. In Portugal, many

local customers and attract

small independent shops

the growing segment of

are suffering and these are

people that do not like to go

Key data
Format: convenience stores network
2 stores: Lisboa and Viana do Castelo
2011: first opening
50 m2: minimum surface
130 own brand products

shopping in large and time-

by Recheio. Training is

consuming malls.

provided for shop-owners in

To join the network of shops

areas such as management,

one must have a shop of at

use of software for online

least 50 m2. The business

orders, and trading data

model resembles that used

analysis. Other advantages

in co-ops, with no fees to

include discounted rates

pay. The five year renewable

on utilities, e.g. electricity,

commercial agreement

phone and internet services,

centres on the purchasing of

and on delivery costs. The

Recheio products, including

group guarantees adequate

130 SKUs from its own

investment in advertising

brand range. Shop-owners,

to ensure the retail chain

however, have considerable

brand name is well-known,

leeway in choosing their

and, last but not least, assists

assortment.

shop-owner in applications
for EU funding.

Under the agreement,

This model aims to keep

retailers must renovate

neighborhood food shops

their stores at their own

alive, giving renewed

expense, following a few

potential for growth in the

simple guidelines provided

light of the current evolution
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of shopping models. It is

Viana do Castelo and Lisboa.

particularly attractive for

In the meantime, Recheio

shops located in central areas

has already received many

of large towns.

applications. The intention
of the group is to increase
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CONCLUSIONS

own brand products in these

The partnership of the

stores from 130 to 250 in the

Recheio group and traditional

next two years and to double

shop-owners is helping

revenue by expanding the

revive local commercial

network to 20-25 partners

activity, using an innovative

by the end of 2012. This

and profitable approach. The

will ultimately benefit local

first results are very positive:

shoppers by providing

the first two Amanhecer

an alternative to large,

stores opened in 2011, in

anonymous shopping malls.

Key points of innovation
Win-win model for partnerships between wholesale dealer and small shop-owners
Benefits for wholesale dealer
Consolidation of trust and increase in shop-owners' loyalty
Higher presence in the percentage of shop-owners’ purchases
Reviving of clients’ business in a currently declining format
Benefits for shop-owners
Help in modernizing the format: new store brand name, layout and product range
Savings on utilities
Training
Competitive purchase prices
Free services (including, for example, help in applications for EU funds)
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  Architect Café
A new concept combining a café with a furniture and design
showroom. Architect Café targets consumers at the same time as
offering multifunctional solutions to a business target who need a more
sophisticated, and comfortable environment for meetings than that
offered by traditional offices

multiple demands in one
go can be challenging.
Customers like to combine
their shopping with the
possibility of relaxing while
enjoying a quality meal,
in a classy and original
environment.
Professionals and small
entrepreneurs, frequently
seek a venue where they
can meet clients and
organize events.
Architect Café in Japan has
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managed to successfully

In large metropolitan areas,

create a multi-faceted

people have little time to

concept with broad

spare.

appeal, ensuring the

Creating innovative

loyalty of a mixed target

multifunctional spaces

of customers including

capable of attracting an

both B2C (individual

increasingly demanding

consumers) and B2B

public and satisfying

(business clients).

Key data
Format: design concept showroom (which can double
up as meeting and events facilities) combined with
café
2006: first opening
2 stores in Tokyo
THE CONCEPT

Before or after their meal,

The idea of Architect Café

customers can freely visit the

is to offer customers an

showroom - no appointment

experience which combines

is required. Show areas have

a sophisticated and classy

been designed by Architect

environment, a selection of

Café in collaboration with

quality furniture and design

the various brands and are

brands, and high quality

arranged in a series of 13

meals.

zones, carefully planned to
the last detail: living room,

Compared to traditional

bedroom, kitchen, study,

showrooms, this concept

tatami room, bathroom,

store definitely offers more:

meeting room, etc.

In the showroom space, we

Customers can buy selected

find a selection of products

products on the spot, such

from 20 companies,

as accessories and design

spanning many categories,

objects, while other items

ranging from works of art

must be ordered directly

to furniture and design

from the company brochures.

objects, computers
and carry cases, and

People seeking design advice

accessories.

on how to furnish their home
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can choose one from the list

RETAIL IS DETAIL

of architects available in the

Architect Café offers its

database of Architect Café

customers the possibility of

and, if they wish, meet with

holding their private events,

a consultant in one of the

such as parties and other

meeting rooms of the store.

celebrations, as well as

Brands pay a fee to Architect

business meetings there.

Café for the space they

Customers may also rent

occupy and are responsible

the spaces there to hold

for providing the products

cooking classes. All products

to display, including those in

on display can be tested by

the café-restaurant, where

customers, from kitchens to

the furniture and table

feet Jacuzzis.

accessories used are all
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available to purchase.

CONCLUSIONS

The Café is located in a

The concept store’s success

neighborhood with a high

can be attributed to the

concentration of businesses

integration of various

and professionals, which

winning factors: a mix of

helps attract the right target

quality services and products

audience.

and an offer targeted at

both individual consumers
and business customers,
mixing the tai-tais (wellto-do housewives), with
professionals and managers.
A second concept store has
been opened with similar
success, and now the two
locations have become so
popular that overseas visitors
could drop by whenever they
are in Tokyo.

Key points of innovation
Business model offering a mix of services targeted at both B2C and B2B in the
same retail area
Notes on the Business Model
B2C, B2B
Range: furniture and design, accessories, works of art
Prices: low-medium (café food), medium-high (products)
Display: customers can test the products (kitchen, Jacuzzi)
Services: integrated café and restaurant
Show areas & other spaces for multiple uses: events, meetings, parties
Partnerships with clients who need to use the location
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  Carrefour Group
Carrefour continues to create new concepts and is pursuing its ‘monobranded multi-format’ strategy. The newly born Carrefour City Café
and Carrefour Express have joined Carrefour’s Planet hypermarkets, its
supermarkets, (which by now have all become Carrefour Markets), and
the successful Carrefour City, Carrefour Contact and Carrefour Montagne
concepts, launched in 2009

THE CONCEPT
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The concept is innovative and

provide them with an easier

answers Carrefour’s need

and more pleasant shopping

to be increasingly closer to

experience. The product mix

its customers, in order to

is well planned: more than

Carrefour City
Key data
Format: convenience store
205 stores
Mission: offering ‘all food under one roof’
Primary target: needs of modern and urban customers
200 - 900 m2
Location: urban areas

6,000 products covering

a complete line of products

everyday needs. Located

for everyday needs (food,

in urban areas, these new

frozen food, drinks, cleaning

concepts range from 200

products, home products,

to 900 m2 and are meant

etc.).

to simplify the life of the

The organic department,

city dwellers who live in the

particularly appreciated

area: they are open 6 days a

by city dwellers, has been

week (and even on Sunday

improved, and fresh

mornings where the law

products are emphasized

allows it), have extended

through a wide range of fruit

opening hours and a space

and vegetables. A third of

allocated in store where

the product range are private

customers can enjoy snacks

label, with quality regional

or quick meals.

or traditional products, most
of them belonging to the

The concept is organized into

Carrefour brand 'Reflet de

two distinct areas: the first

France.'

is dedicated to fresh grocery
and in particular to ready-

Three pilot stores were

made food-to-go products

launched in January 2009 in

such as sandwiches, salads,

Paris, Nimes and Avignon.

etc. or food-to-go that can be

By December 31, 2010, the

warmed up (also on site), for

store numbers had already

breakfast or a quick lunch.

grown to 205, distributed all

The second is dedicated to

over France.
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Carrefour Contact
Key data
Format: small town convenience store
204 stores
Mission: being closer to customers in small
towns
350 - 900 m2
Location: rural areas
THE CONCEPT
Located in rural areas, this

shelf is also used to allow

new concept is basically

customers to see at a glance

a Carrefour City adapted

the entire range: fruit and

to small cities and towns.

vegetables, delicatessen

Contacts are characterized by

products, meat, etc. The range

bright and cheerful colors. The

of fresh products is wider than

departments are intuitively

in traditional supermarkets.

marked out with colors: red

Naturally, in this format too

is for the meat department,

private label is an important

blue for frozen products,

part of the offer. Two pilot

bordeaux colour for wine.

stores were opened at the end
of 2008 in Antrain and Verson
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Fresh products are particularly

and had grown to 204 by the

emphasized: the lowest

end of 2010.

Carrefour City Café
Key data
Format: micro-convenience store
2 stores
Mission: penetrating a new market and intruding on
the territory of McDonald’s and Starbucks
100-150 m2
Location: city centers
THE CONCEPT
With its City Café stores,

Open 7 days a week, with

Carrefour is penetrating a

extended opening hours, the

new market and intruding

offer is modified according to

on the territory of the likes of

the hour of the day: food and

McDonald’s and Starbucks.

pastry in the morning and

Located in city centers, these

at tea time, sandwiches and

100-150

m2

stores offer

fresh drinks in the evening.

more than 700 products:

The stores offer also a free

sandwiches, snacks, ready-

wi-fi hot spot.

made food-to-go or warm up,

The first pilot store opened in

fresh drinks, and a section of

Bordeaux on December 16,

food and pastry. Customers

2010, and the second opened

can eat on site if they wish to

in Paris on April 28, 2011.

enjoy a snack or quick meal.
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Carrefour Express
Key data
Format: micro-convenience store
3 stores
Mission: enter the market of ‘last
minute’ shopping
100-150 m2
Location: towns or rural areas

THE CONCEPT
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Carrefour Express is dedicated

Express allows customers with

to helping customers with

little spare time to do their

their last minute shopping.

last minute shopping flexibly.

Located in towns or

The concept aims at replacing

rural areas, these new

food stores in small towns

100-150 m2 concept stores

where customers may also go

offer 3,500 products,

to buy only a bottle of wine or

including national brands

something they forgot to buy

and private label Thanks to

during the day.

its extended hours – from 8

Three pilot stores opened

in the morning to 9-10 in the

between the end of 2010

evening – and being open on

and the beginning of 2011 in

Sunday morning, Carrefour

Caen, Poitiers and Paris.

Carrefour Montagne

CONCLUSIONS
The Carrefour group

Key data

is a key player in the

Format: convenience store
7 stores
Mission: making the life of customers in winter
resorts easier
200 - 500 m2
Location: skiing resorts

convenience market
and its present focus
on neighboring sales
channels and on the
inclusion of local
products has translated
into increased profits,

THE CONCEPT

proving these actions as

Located in the main skiing

Customer flow is directed

dynamic responses to an

resorts, these concepts are

towards two distinct areas

increasingly competitive

aimed at simplifying the life

according to the type of

market.

of customers in winter sports

purchase: the fresh product

The strategy has

resorts. Open 7 days a week,

area is for convenience

reinforced the presence

with extended hours (8am-

purchases whereas the wine

of the Carrefour Group

8pm), Carrefour Montagne

and local and organic food

in key markets through

offers about 4,500 products.

area is for pleasure and

a ‘mono-brand multi-

Most of the range is dedicated

impulse buys.

format’ approach and

to local products (e.g.Swiss

Three pilot stores opened

has increased customer

cheese, cooked Pork a la

in Avoriaz, Megève and Les

loyalty to a sign that up

Savoie) The store design is

Menuires at the end of 2009.

to now had suffered

similar to that of the Carrefour

By December 31, 2010, there

from a certain aura of

City but has been adapted to

were 7 Carrefour Montagne.

‘coldness’.

the mountain setting, taking
on the spirit of the ‘chalet.’
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  Imaginarium
A new challenge for Imaginarium: co-brand seeking synergy from its
chosen brand partners to coherently expand and develop the range of
products and experiences making stores even more attractive to children
and parents

and services that
are also attractive
for parents,
besides children.
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To respond to the new

Imaginarium is a retail chain

expectations and lifestyles of

specialized in toys and other

their customers, the company

products for children, with a

is pursuing a multi-channel,

product range almost entirely

multi-format strategy (stores,

limited to its own brand. The

corners, online, phone, transit

chain has been successful

locations, etc.). The latest

because it responded well

innovation in this strategy

to a market need: a retail

has been co-branding with a

experience with products

variety of partners.

Imaginarium concepts
Format: specialized in children
2008: first opening in Barcelona
850 m2 Barcelona Paseo de Gracia Store
900 m2 Madrid Serrano Store
Imaginarium Chain
350 stores
THE CONCEPT

Danone’s positioning,

Imaginarium has launched

reinforcing the already

a co-branding project with

well-established trust of its

Danone in its Barcelona

customers.

toy stores, to offer a new
experience to children and

In Madrid, however,

parents. The two brands

Imaginarium exploited the

are very close in terms of

space offered by its 900

positioning and values.

m2 flagship to include a

Danone has found that

greater number of partners:

Imaginarium stores are an

besides a Danone ‘corner’,

ideal channel to develop

there is also a hairdresser,

its new yogurt stores and

an international library, a

demonstrate its attention

Kid’s Biomarket, and an

towards expertise in child

ecological supermarket. The

nutrition. Children can snack

product range of the Madrid

with a healthy and tasty

store had been extended

yogurt, while parents are

to include other popular

more free to relax during

categories and brands, like

their visit. Imaginarium

FlikFlak for watches, and

benefits from the strong

Pepe Jeans, Hackett, Tommy

health connotations of

Hilfiger for clothes.
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The extended product range

spend.

obviously helps increase the

Co-branding is coupled with

frequency of the visits, their

a new intensiv relationship

duration, and the average

marketing activity in
partnership with iBaloo,
an online community of
families that share images,
information and shopping
experiences, inside which a
Club Imaginarium has been
established.
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RETAIL IS DETAIL: details
Notwithstanding its
most recent innovations,
Imaginarium has remained
faithful to its DNA and
continues to use its original
double entrance, one of its
most successful ideas: a
normal door for adults and a
smaller one for children.
Furniture and visual
merchandising are designed

CONCLUSIONS

in a warm and welcoming

With its co-branding initiative, Imaginarium has added

format, which facilitates

yet another innovation, which integrates well with

interaction and play within

the strategies the chain has already been pursuing for

the store, thanks to the

a while: placing both adult and children customers

rounded shapes that echo the

at the center of the attention, offering them rational

style of the logo and provide

benefits and emotional stimuli during their visits, as

greater safety for children.

well as a maximizing the relationship with the brand.

Key points of innovation
Expanding its customers’ retail experience
Reinforcing the image of the brand thanks to brand partners with common values
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Beyond every horizon, new horizons always rise

(Michael Ende)

In the last three years, uncertainty and instability have increasingly characterized
global economic scenarios and those of retailing in particular. In this present
market, retailers and their commercial partners tend to intuitively ‘navigate by
sight’ making decisions on a day by day basis. To help retailers, suppliers and
consumer brands in this environment, the Ebeltoft Group functions as an expert
observer of current trends, thanks to its international business alliance and its
strong collaborations with two of the top retail events, the New York NRF and the
World Retail Congress (WRC). The projects we have selected have all started out
on the right track, but every retailer knows that success is something that must be
regained every day. We wish good luck to them and to all the pioneers of retail
and we want to thank these brave entrepreneurs and managers for stimulating us
and the entire business community to envision increasingly challenging projects
in line with the evolving expectations of our customers.

Trends in Retail Innovation
High quality low snobbery
Storytelling
Holistic service
Multi-sensory
Socialtailing

Service efficiency
Accessible dreams
Trust us
Greentailing
Liquid retail

Ebeltoft Group is an international group of 19 consultancy companies with a common high level of expertise
and focus on retail. Since 1990 we help retailers as well as suppliers to the retail sector to remain competitive
and achieve their goals by blending global retail expertise with the member´s local insight. Among our clients
are 36 of the top 100 retailers and 29 of the top 50 manufacturers worldwide.
Since it was founded the Ebeltoft Group has analysed global retail innovation trends and, since 2004 we
present these analysis in our annual publication Retail Innovations that focuses on emerging trends and the
most interesting cases worldwide. Ebeltoft Group´s last international research studies: The Trust Factor (2011);
N@o Consumer (2011); Environmental sustainability (2010); Store-Centric Cross-Channel (forthcoming in
2012).
For a personal presentation of the Retail Innovations research and our last International surveys please contact
your local member of Ebeltoft Group at:
www.ebeltoftgroup.com

E bel t o ft G ro up - International Retail Exper ts

From the foreword of Ian McGarrigle – Director of the WRC

Innovations 7

Retail Innovations 7

This annual study brings together and records some of the very best, world-class
innovations that have been implemented across retail businesses both in format
development and business organisation. There is such a diversity of ideas within
this report that they will surely help stimulate and inspire a new way of innovation
across the retail industry. I would like to thank Ebeltoft Group for their passionate
support and help for the World Retail Congress and in producing this publication
with its extensive analysis.

Retail

Research coordinated by Fabrizio Valente
CEO Kiki Lab - Ebeltoft Italy

